
Neil Whitfield

Shellharbour, once a fishing village 
where my father was born and he and my 
mother married, is now as mainstream 
suburban/battler-Australia as you can 
get.  Mairi Petersen agrees and finds a 
lesson there about leadership. There are 
people in Villawood and on Christmas 
Island who, once they have their security 
and medical clearances, could be let out 
into the community.  Mairi and her 
daughter, Natalie Gould, a Newtown 
resident, have worked hard over the last 
seven or eight years helping people get 
their refugee claims processed.  Mairi has 
had a number of refugees stay with her 
in Shellharbour. Once the neighbours 
get to know them and their stories they 
become very supportive.  Mairi thinks 
most Australians would react similarly, 
given the chance.

Natalie agrees. “I firmly believe, with 
a little bit of leadership, the racist issue 
would go away. When you meet people 
racism just goes out the door. Most people 
are racist towards people they don’t know, 
they have a kind of fear of because they’ve 
never met.”

People, including Kevin Rudd, need to be 
more aware of where people come from, 
why they left and why they might get on 
leaky boats. People don’t do that unless 
they’re desperate. The government needs 
to think more about that rather than just 
reacting to what’s going on with policies 
that some have called “John Howard Lite”.

Not that things haven’t improved in 
many ways since 2007. The personnel 
behind the desks at the Immigration 
Department are, generally speaking, much 
more understanding now. Whereas in the 
Howard years those fronting Immigration 
Compliance were treated in a very high-
handed manner, today staff are much 
less dehumanising. In our own electorate, 
Tanya Plibersek’s office has been excellent, 
though in recent times contradictions with 
the government line have caused some 
problems because the PM has had his eye 
on the “battler seats” rather than the issue.  
Mairi adds, though, that there is much the 

Immigration Minister has done which 
deserves praise.

Natalie thinks that some migration agents 
are far more deserving of the title “worst 
people on the planet” than so-called people 
smugglers. “The Government has Buckley’s 
chance of controlling people smugglers 
but can control immigration agents.” The 
best solution as far as people smuggling is 
concerned is to be a bit more proactive and 
process people as soon as possible after they 

find themselves in Indonesia.
 Mairi agrees. Again, understanding 

why people will risk their lives and part 
with very substantial amounts of money 
to find security in Australia should be the 
focus. Christmas Island is no solution, 
neither is Villawood. Sure, some period 
of incarceration may be necessary to do 
initial checks or to hold people being 
deported, but at the moment, for various 
reasons, people can still be up to 18 months 

needlessly quarantined in the middle of 
nowhere, as on Christmas Island, or at 
places like Villawood (where they at least 
have some chance of having visitors and 
outside assistance).

Australia is one of just two countries that 
have “offshore detention”. The other is Italy.

Our obsession with “boat people” is 
also skewing public perception. Of all the 
people Natalie has visited over the years in 
Villawood, only one was actually a “boat 

person”. Most have arrived by plane on 
tourist or working visas under which they 
have sought asylum.   S

I dedicate this story to the memory of 

Graham Little (1930-2010), extraordinary 

English teacher, academic and public 

servant, who, with partner Les, was 

proud to be “the only gay Anglo couple 

in Marrickville”. No question where 

Graham stood on these issues.
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It’s been one year since the Godwin 
Gretch affair backfired on Malcolm 
Turnbull. In the past six months, 
especially, the former Opposition 
leader has had more time on his hands. 
Though still a very busy man, the 
Member for Wentworth (and yes, he 
will stand for re-election) took time to 
speak to the SSH. 

Mr Turnbull defended his support of 
the Coalition’s climate policy, because 
presently there is no alternative. However, 
he commented: “From my point of view, 
and most economists would agree, [the 
Coalition’s climate policy is] inferior to an 
ETS – or a tax on carbon for that matter – 
because it doesn’t put a price on carbon.”

Mr Turnbull added: “It doesn’t send a 
price signal through the economy which 
you need so that people can make long-
term investment decisions, whether 
that is generation level or whether its 
households or businesses.”

The member for Wentworth also 
criticised the Rudd Government for 
scrubbing the implementation of an 
ETS. “[Prime Minister Rudd] said himself: 
‘Walking away from the ETS would be an 
act of political cowardice.’ So from his 
own lips he is condemned.”

Mr Turnbull added that until there is 
a price on carbon the big emitters would 
continue to get away with doing damage 
to the global community. 

P ragma t i sm  p reva i l i n g ,  t h e 
parliamentarian conceded that the 
Coalition policy still places the onus on 
the taxpayer. “It’s only designed to get 
us to 2020, essentially to meet that 5 per 
cent target by the taxpayer picking up 
the tab as opposed to the emitters and 
their customers.”

Mr Turnbull did not dismiss outright 
the prospect of supporting an interim 
tax on carbon before implementing 
a comprehensive ETS, but stated he 
would have to know the details first. He 
was also clear that overseas situations 
would have a great bearing on domestic 
policy. Adding that climate debate at 
home would enter a new round when 
the United States Congress begins to vote 
on its legislation. 

Until then Mr Turnbull said that 
he’s placing his full support behind 
Liberal leader Tony Abbott, despite his 
reservations about his leader’s climate 
change policy. “As far as I’m concerned, 
we’ve got a leader. It’s Tony Abbott, and 
I’m supporting him as a member of the 
Coalition in the lead-up to the election,” 
Mr Turnbull said.

In his Budget reply Tony Abbott 
announced that the Coalition would 
scrap the Government’s $652 million 
green energy future fund, a sector that 
Mr Turnbull highlighted for personal 
investment when announcing his now 
withdrawn retirement from Parliament. 
Echoing Opposition finance spokesperson, 
Andrew Robb, Mr Turnbull lamented that 
Abbott’s was an expedient decision to 
reduce government debt despite scrapping 
some programs with merit. 

Mr Turnbull reflected that as Minister 
he had made decisions for government 
investment to kick-start technologies. But, 
as a Liberal he admitted that he is inclined 
to allow markets to decide. “I’d rather the 
Government wasn’t directly investing in 
any technologies. I’d rather it was done 
by the private sector,” Mr Turnbull said. 

The planet’s climate is not the 
only change that Malcolm Turnbull is 
observing. Brushing-off any suggestion 
that he might move to state politics he 
affirmed his support for the NSW Liberal 
leader, Barry O’Farrell. “I think we need 
a change of government desperately. I’d 
certainly support Barry O’Farrell in his 
efforts to achieve that change,” he said.

In reference to the Rudd Government’s 
recent bungling of the school building 
program, Mr Turnbull said that Australians 
would be more accommodating of the 
infrastructure-debt association, provided 
it is implemented correctly and with 
reasonable returns. “People would 
be more relaxed with governments 
borrowing money if they were cautious 
and if they could spend it wisely,” Mr 
Turnbull said.   S

SSH pre-election profile 

Malcolm’s about turn

Cycles of conflict
BReNdaN uPcRoft 

SURRY HILLS:  One of the major 
undertakings, or at least one of the 
highest profile developments, of the 
current City of Sydney Council, has 
been the construction of the cycleway 
network throughout the inner suburbs 
and CBD. Lord Mayor Clover Moore 
has put her full support behind this 
initiative, but it has not been without 
its challenges. None more so than that 
part of the network referred to as the 
Bourke Street Cycleway.

Discussions on the appropriateness 
of the proposed route have been going 
on since its inception.  This has been, 
in part, because of the nature of the 
residential and business premises that 
line this street and also because of 
the narrow width of some parts of the 
street, which was only reclaimed by local 
residents following the completion of the 
Eastern Distributor.

Alternative routes would have been 
more appropriate, straighter, flatter and 
with less impact on businesses and 
residents in the Surry Hills area, however 
this would not have served the plans of 
the Council as effectively, including those 
to turn Taylor Square intersection into 
a Cycle Hub.  The Taylor Square area 
has a great number of large residential 
buildings which, due to their age, 
have no parking facilities and the area 
becomes inundated with vehicles during 
weekend periods for people attending 
venues in Oxford Street.

Clover and the Council quote 
that 92 per cent of residents support 
the cycleway and that an extensive 
consultation process was undertaken 

to assess the support for the cycleway 
development. However, the process for 
both communication of the opportunity 
to participate in the consultative process 
and the process itself are in question, 
given that many business owners and 
residents have asserted no knowledge 
of meetings which the Council claim 
occurred.

“The residents and businesses 
support the concept of the cycleway”, 
said Brendan Upcroft, a local resident 
of Taylor Square, “however, we look to 
the Council to provide solutions to our 
existing concerns about parking which 
will be made worse by the cycleway”.  

Such solutions have not been 
forthcoming and the Council has failed to 
respond to queries about these concerns, 
the office of the Lord Mayor taking eight 
weeks to respond to letters of enquiry 
and then not addressing the specific 
question raised about possible solutions.

The emotions of businesses and 
residents have been further exasperated 
by the actions of the contractor, Ford 
Civil Engineering, which has now been 
working on the cycleway development 
in the Taylor Square area since January 
this year. Parking spaces and areas which 
could have been designated as temporary 
parking spaces have been taken up with 
the contractor’s vehicles and equipment. 
On some days this has been as many as 
eight vehicles parked outside the areas 
cordoned off for works. These matters 
have been raised with the foreperson for 
the contract but have been disregarded.

Meetings have been hosted to try and 
bridge the gap between the intentions of 
the Council and the fears of the residents 
and businesses, but a lack of preparation 
by the Council representatives did little 

to resolve differences.
Whilst residents and businesses want 

to find a compromise, or look for possible 
solutions to the parking and traffic 
impact of the cycleway, the Council has 
taken a much less considerate stance best 
summed up by the words of the police 

representative present at one community 
meeting – “The cycleway is going ahead, 
learn to live with it!”   S

Brendan Upcroft is a Bourke Street 

Resident. We will have a response 

from the City Council next  month. 

Malcolm Turnbull in Potts Point   Photo: Ali Blogg

Brendan Upcroft in Bourke Street   Photo: Ali Blogg
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John hugh

On Wednesday May 19, the Redfern-Waterloo 

Lions gathered for their regular monthly 

meeting. Guest speaker was John Farrell, 

Principal of Our Lady of Mount Carmel School 

in Waterloo. The local Lions Club has committed 

$1000 to the school’s annual Leadership 

for Reconciliation program that sees pupils 

undertake a pilgrimage to central Australia. 

“Having more than 60 per cent of our 

pupils from an Aboriginal background, we 

recognise the importance for the Aboriginal 

kids understanding their origins and the 

non-Aboriginal kids understanding Indigenous 

culture,” John Farrell said. Last year, the devoted 

principal led a group of 18 pupils from Mt 

Carmel and Sacred Heart Primary in Mosman, 

on an exploration to the heart of the country. 

They were “following the footprints of time 

through the beauty of the landscape, hearing 

from traditional custodians of the land”.

Mr Farrell said: “The kids started learning right 

from the selection process. They need to learn 

not only how to build self-esteem but also how to 

handle possible rejections and disappointments.” 

The kids must lodge their own applications and 

demonstrate their willingness to be involved 

in the pilgrimage as well as a preparedness to 

handle missing out on the trip. Twelve out of 20 

applicants were successful in 2009. The other 

eight were encouraged to apply again this year.

Most of the kids on the pilgrimage have left 

their parents or carers for the first time and 

spend two weeks with fellow pupils from both 

Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal backgrounds. 

In 2009 Uncle Wally and Uncle Terry shared 

with the kids their secrets of respect and 

responsibility: “All animals and people belong to 

the Mother Earth. Aboriginal people know that 

if they take too much from it, the earth could be 

destroyed. Respect everyone and everything. 

Respect yourself and believe in yourself.”

“Life is full of experiences,” Mr Farrell said. 

“The memories and experiences they brought 

back from the trip will be with them always. 

“The program would not be possible without 

the generous support from community groups 

such as Redfern-Waterloo Lions Club,” he 

concluded. Mt Carmel is seeking sponsorship 

to take another group of kids this year. 

Contact: John Farrell principal 

olmcwaterloo.catholic.edu.au 

The youth of today

Mt Carmel’s pilgrims to the Red Centre   Photo: Courtesy John Farrell
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Man’s Best Friend by Debbie Murray,  
entrant in Wesley Mission’s 2009 Competition

Find out more about MyPlace_MyFace 
competition and the great prizes on offer: 

Web: wesleymission.org.au/myplacemyface
Email: pinestreet@cityofsydney.nsw.gov.au 
Call: (02) 9245 1503
Visit: One Stop Shop, Level 2, Town Hall   

House 456 Kent Street Sydney

Find out more about MyPlace_MyFace 
competition and the great prizes on offer:

You are invited to submit a photograph 
of yourself, friends, family or pet in a 
place that means something to you 
accompanied by written description.

Win great prizes and have your photo 
featured in an exhibition at Pine Street 
Creative Arts Centre and an Auction at 
Wesley Mission. 

Entries close 12 July. my place
_my face

Community Photo Competition

__my facemy face
Community Photo Competition

By Angelique Watkins

I t seems a natural 
thing to value your 
pet cat or dog, treat it 

with love and make it part 
of the family. Pet carers 
don’t often suggest that 
their dogs or cats have 
no feelings, cannot think 
and don’t get lonely. We 
buy our pets toys, take 
them for walks, spend 
time with them, talk to 
them and sit with them 
in front of the tV at night. 

unfortunately, we 
do not show the same 
regard for other animals 
such as pigs, sheep and 
cows, despite the fact 
that they have the same 
emotional awareness and 

needs as our pets. i’m not 
suggesting you have the 
cow curl up with you on 
the couch of an evening, 
however, we should have 
regard to her comfort and 
right to life. 

sadly, it’s all too easy 
to consider farm animals 
commodities, just things 
to produce and consume.

the next time you 
prepare a meal or go out 
for a meal, take some 
time to consider where 
your food is coming from. 
if  you are about to eat 
meat, think of the animal 
that it was – a living, 
feeling being that suffered 
a horrific end. 

there are vegetarian 

a l t e r n a t i v e s  f o r 
everything. With a little 
thought you can easily 
come up with a variety 
of dishes both easy and 
complex. Vegetarians 
are likely to be more 
creative in their cooking 
and food choices, as they 
are consciously putting 
thought into their meals. 
Give it a try and see what 
you can come up with. 
showing respect for all 
living creatures will not 
only ease your conscience, 
but will also make that 
conversation with the 
child who asks, “Where 
did this come from?” a lot 
less gruesome!

Respect

BADDE MANORS CAFE
Vegetarian (and vegan), multicultural and eclectic   
Open 7am to midnight • Open late on weekends  

1/37 Glebe Point Road, Glebe NSW 2037 
Tel 9660 3797 • baddemanorscafe.com

Column sponsored by

From Mount Carmel to Uluru
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Kate WilliaMsoN

REDFERN: Once a community-based 
suburb in the inner city, Redfern now 
sees the emergence of a dual culture 
where lifestyle and career for some 
cohabit with a far less affluent way of 
living. For those people, homelessness 
becomes a fact of life. Sister Anne 
Jordan knows it only too well. Her 
deep understanding for homeless 
people led her to take leadership of 
the Cana Communities in 1986 – an 
organisation that provides residential 
housing and crisis accommodation by 
way of premises in Redfern, Waterloo 
and Darlinghurst.

Sr Jordan’s leadership drives Cana’s 
philosophy, making community 
paramount, while disregarding profile 
building. She said: “It’s the person 
who comes, the person before us, who 
dictates what we do. A large proportion 

of residents face mental illness, others 
are just out of prison.” Opening the door 
and telling them that they are safe for 
the night and that it is okay to talk about 
their suffering is Cana’s principle. 

When  peop l e  a r r i ve,  e i t h e r 
recommended by the City of Sydney’s 
Homeless Persons Information Centre – 
or off the street – they are not subjected 
to an assessment process. Cana’s 
volunteers deal with them on a face-
to-face basis, and this loose structure 
is what has made Cana a success 
over 35 years. There are requirements 
such as social behaviour, respect and 
cleanliness. However, according to 
Kieran Mahoney, a Garden Shelter 
co-ordinator, the rate of incidents is 
negligible.

Sr Jordan said: “The whole effort 
came out of tragic circumstances. 
There was a time when people living 
in squats were being murdered on the 
streets without an explanation. One day 

someone said, We’ve got to get people 
safe – let’s open the churches.” There 
were objections within the community 
at first but most recognise now the 
importance of Cana for support of 
people who fall through the cracks of 
the State welfare system. 

The Garden Shelter operates from 
the Uniting Church in Waterloo. Open 
from 8pm every Wednesday night, 
people seeking a night’s rest get secure 
housing, food and bedding. Mr Mahoney 
coordinates volunteers and often stays 
overnight. “Anyone is welcome but we 
allow for a maximum of 12 guests to 
avoid overcrowding.” 

Gaining the confidence needed to 
move ahead may take a long time for 
some. With this in mind, Café Cana 
opened. Located at 96 Pitt St, Redfern, it 
provides the base for regular community 
gatherings, including a free meal from 
6pm every Saturday evening, often 
prepared by volunteers.   S

Cana offers shelter and care
Michael, Shane and Mark – guests of the Garden Shelter   Photo: Ali Blogg

GeoRGia flyNN

REDFERN: Little Eveleigh Street is 
no more than a hidden laneway, 
running alongside Redfern Station 
before veering right until it terminates 
rather suddenly at Ivy Lane. There is 
nothing particularly distinguished or 
distinctive about the curved lane, which 
hides behind the terrace houses that 
line Lawson Street. It would be a fair 
assessment to claim that Father Chris 
Riley focuses his attention on these 
forgotten corners of Sydney. 

For just under 20 years, Fr Riley’s 
grassroots organisation, Youth Off The 
Streets, has waded into the hidden 
currents of homelessness that run, 
largely unseen, through Sydney’s inner-
city streets.     

Youth Off The Streets had an 
appropriately humble beginning. In 
1991, a single van would deliver meals 
to the homeless youth of Kings Cross. 
Since this time, Youth Off The Streets 
has become a recognisable provider of 
crisis accommodation, drug treatment, 
and education.  

To some extent, the history of Youth Off 
The Streets is grounded in the personal 

narrative of its founder and CEO. With 
a career of service spanning 30 years, Fr 
Riley established Key College in 1997, 
representing the educational wing of the 
Youth Off The Streets organisation. 

Key College is a recent arrival to 
Redfern, moving from Surry Hills into a 
squat red-brick premises on Little Eveleigh 
Street. There is no doubt, however, that 
the community will benefit from the 
services associated with Youth Off The 
Streets, including outreach services, 
crisis accommodation, alcohol and drug 
rehabilitation, counselling, long-term 
residential treatment programs and a 
“semi-independent living and mentoring 
program”, run primarily through the work 
of volunteers.  

According to Fr Riley, by assisting young 
people who lack steady accommodation, 
it is possible for both the community and 
the volunteers to benefit, particularly 
when it comes to mentoring roles. “It’s 
not just about them showing the mentee 
what to do and giving them advice,” he 
told the ABC. “It’s about developing a 
relationship where the mentor will gain 
as much from the relationship as the 
mentee will.”

Certainly, there are ample opportunities 
for prospective volunteers in the Redfern 

area.  In February 2010, it was estimated 
that 888 slept rough in the streets of the 
City of Sydney local government area. 
This is an increase of over 100 from 
February 2009. It is for this reason that 
the provision of education services is of 
such a pressing importance in Redfern.  

Key College places a high premium 
on flexible teaching strategies. As an 
accredited high school, the college 
allows students to complete the School 
Certificate or Higher School Certificate, as 
well as devising individualised learning 
programs for years 7 through 12.  Another 
unique aspect to the Key College model 
includes the classroom itself, which 
allows students of all ages to learn in a 
single space.

Apart from the educative aims of the 
school, Key College aims to instil in the 
student a sense of community by assisting 
with more than just learning outcomes. 
According to the Key College website, the 
program does not end when the diploma 
is handed over.

“By the time students have completed 
their education at Key College they 
have a strong sense of ‘belonging’ to a 
community. We have a strong commitment 
to assist our students while at school and 
when they leave Key College.”   S

Key to independence and belonging

Budget 2010 – delivering 
for all Australians

The Budget converts the successes we’ve 

had during the global recession into a 

stronger, more secure economy for all. 

Key initiatives in the 2010 Budget include:

Tax cuts for the third year in a 

row and simpler tax returns;

Improving after hours access to 

GP and primary care services;

More nurses and new GP Super Clinics;

1,300 new hospital beds and 

reduced waiting times for emergency 

departments and elective surgery;

A Renewable Energy Future Fund to 

support renewable energy projects;

A boost to superannuation, 

bringing the compulsory employer 

contribution from 9% up to 12%;

New investment in skills training 

and infrastructure; and

Tax cuts and less red tape 

for small businesses.

Small businesses will benefit from the ability 

to immediately write-off assets worth 

up to $5,000 and many will benefit from 

a reduction in the company tax rate.

We are also investing an additional $2.2 

billion over 5 years to create the National 

Health and Hospitals Network which will 

be funded nationally and run locally.

For more information on the 2010 Budget 

go to: www.budget.gov.au

Authorised by Tanya Plibersek MP, Labor Member for Sydney

150 Broadway, Broadway NSW 2007

T 9379 0700   F 9379 0701  |  Tanya.Plibersek.MP@aph.gov.au

Tanya Plibersek MP
Member for Sydney

ADVERTISEMENT
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As our neighbours, you will be 
aware of the enormous amount of 
construction work we have been 
undertaking recently. 

This does not always make us the easiest neighbours, and while 
we try to minimise disruption, we are not always able to avoid the 
inconvenience that building sites entail. I hope it is some consolation 
that recent work has provided a better environment for the local 
community as well as for our staff and students. 

This is especially true of Cadigal Green in the Darlington campus, 
where the historic old Darlington school is now the centre of a new 
amphitheatre with tree planting and seating. I understand that some 
native wildlife is returning to the area, and am delighted to see that 
more and more members of the local community are using the area. 

Please feel free to come into the University and make the most of 
all we have to offer. We’ve established a web site to keep you better 
informed: www.usyd.edu.au/visitors_community/local

Michael Spence 
Vice-Chancellor

Community ContACt detAils 

Security and after hours: 1800 063 487 (free call) 24hrs a day, 7 days a week

Enquiries: 9114 0523

Email: local.comunity@sydney.edu.au

Guido GouVeRNeuR

EVELEIGH: At a recent public forum 
hosted by Sydney University, 
the Vice-Chancellor, Dr Michael 
Spence, lamented to the audience 
of 200 local residents, ex-railway 
workers and interest groups, that its 
offer to purchase the former North 
Eveleigh Railway Yards had not been 
accepted by the State Government. 
The University revealed that it has 
offered to pay full market price 
for the site based on two separate 
and independent valuations. 
The University’s offer includes site 
remediation and complies with the 
existing Concept Plan, including 
the Redfern Waterloo Authority’s 
proposed affordable housing plan. 
This raises questions about the 
real objectives the cash-strapped 
State Government has for the site.

The Concept Plan allows for 
commercial buildings, 1258 dwellings 
and 1800 car parking spaces. A major 
concern of local residents is the impact 
of increased traffic density and flows 
generated by development of the site. 
Under the University plans, housing 
would be for university employees 
and students, which would minimise 
people commuting in or out of the 
area to work. South of the railway the 
newly opened Media City has caused 
enormous problems for local residents 
whose streets are now lined with 
workers’ vehicles, as onsite parking 
is expensive. Students are more likely 
to travel by rail, buses or bicycles 

so the proximity to Redfern Station 
suits the sale to the University from 
a traffic management perspective. 

Historically the Eveleigh site 
spearheaded the industrialisation 
and employment opportunities 
within NSW and the development 
of heavy industry within Australia. 
At its peak in the 1950s the North 
Eveleigh Carriage Works site employed 
over 3000 men and women. This, 
combined with 5000 workers on the 
southern side of the tracks, made 
the entire site the most important 
technology centre in Australia.

The historical connections between 
Eveleigh and Sydney University are 
strong. A former railway commissioner 
established the Eddy Railway Memorial 
Scholarship for railway employees to 
achieve engineering degrees at the 
University. Dr J.J. Bradfield gained 
his doctorate in Engineering from 
Sydney University. His work on the 
design of the Sydney Harbour Bridge 
took place in the Chief Mechanical 
Engineers Office at North Eveleigh. 
This building alone should be revered 
as a shrine of Australian innovation 
and industrial achievement. 

Steam train 3801, considered the 

finest Pacific Class steam locomotive 
in Australia, was designed and built at 
Eveleigh. It was restored there for the 
Bicentennial celebrations. In association 
with Professor Dr John Glastonbury, 
a former Dean of Sydney University, 
and David Hill, then head of State 
Rail, 3801 Ltd was founded in 1990 to 
restore heritage rolling stock and run 
steam train trips from the Eveleigh site. 

This association of Dr Glastonbury 
with the site ultimately led in 1992 
to the formation of the Australian 
Technology Park through his 
nomination of Dr Tom Forgan 

to the State Government to 
develop the “surplus government 
land” at South Eveleigh. 

Sydney University, established in 
the 1850s, already manages important 
heritage buildings, notably the Great 
Hall and Quadrangle, so it would make 
an excellent custodian of an equally 
important site of Australia’s technology 
icons such as the Chief Mechanical 
Engineer’s Office and related buildings 
to be preserved as a living history 
heritage site. During the Concept 
Plan consultation 61 submissions 
raised concerns over the heritage 
stewardship of the site. The sale of the 

site should go to a buyer who exhibits 
an aptitude to guide retention of the 
site’s industrial architectural character. 

Any decision on the redevelopment 
in North Eveleigh should take cultural 
diversity into account and build on 
the presence of CarriageWorks to give 
encouragement to artistic expression 
as means of engaging with the local 
community. Visitor attraction is not 
limited to cultural engagement through 
the arts; it also requires architectural 
excellence to attract visitors to an area. 

I recall the Sydney University Faculty 
of Architecture in the early 1990s 

using the Locomotive Workshop as 
an urban renewal design model. I was 
invited along by a visiting lecturer 
from Philadelphia University and it 
was exciting to see the quality of work 
submitted. The Sydney University 
has demonstrated a higher than 
average level of architectural detail 
in its own building program to date. 
It is likely to continue to do so in 
the future, providing local residents 
better amenity and quality of life 
than a commercial development. 

In contrast is the new Media City 
– the Channel Seven building on the 
South Eveleigh site. How much more of 

this do we have to take! But examples 
of inappropriate developments give 
us a ready barometer of choice. If 
North Eveleigh is developed with 
inappropriate 12-storey monstrosities, 
or as the ACI Meriton site has been on 
South Dowling Street, with pink and 
beige painted relics of machinery poorly 
displayed out in the elements with 
no meaningful interpretation strategy, 
row upon row of high-rise unit blocks 
each with their own underground car 
park, packed with vehicles to be daily 
unleashed upon the local residents, 
then it’s another “State Planning 
First, Local Residents Last” result.

The Lord Mayor of Sydney 
emphasised in her address to the 
meeting the importance of sustainable 
development as specified in the 
North Eveleigh Concept Plan. The 
Sydney University exhibits strong 
credentials and initiatives in new 
sustainable technologies, such 
as geothermal energy extraction 
and rain water harvesting. 

It is not surprising the community 
and City of Sydney favours the 
University’s vision of a cultural, heritage 
precinct with accommodation for 
future generations of higher learning 
students, building on the technology of 
the past and complimenting the existing 
Australian Technology Park. The State 
Government’s two local members, 
Premier and Minister for Redfern and 
Waterloo, Kristina Keneally, and Carmel 
Tebbutt, Member for Marrickvile, are not 
demonstrating any enthusiasm for the 
University’s offer for North Eveleigh and 
the question being asked is Why?   S 

Sydney University – full steam ahead

Incontinence, due to its debilitating effects, is largely a “hidden” 
condition that causes social havoc. Apparently incontinence affects 
37% of Australian women and up to 13% of Australian men.

Amada-Amavic offers a wide range of Pads, Briefs and Nappies for 
clients from 14 kilos upwards.

With care and attention to your specific requirements, we offer
•	 An initial phone call to assess which of our products may suit your needs
•	 1 free “tailored to your needs” sample pack
•	 Discreet and prompt delivery to your door
•	 Follow up if required or if your specific needs change
•	 In most cases, with the correct management plan, you can save money

At Amada-Amavic we are proud when we see our clients DRY, 
COMFORTABLE and CONFIDENT, therefore enabling them to go about 
their daily routines  without fear of embarrassment.

PTY LTD
25 ROBERTS ROAD GREENACRE 2190
TEL(02) 9642 0504  FAX(02)9642 5964
gracec@amada-amavic.com.au

Incontinent?
You are not alone!
We care and we can help YOU!

For your FREE sample pack,  
please call Grace on: 

9642 0504

The ConCepT plan allows for 
CommerCial buildings, 1258 dwellings 

and 1800 Car parking spaCes.
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CHIPPENDALE: The Berkeley Hotel 
has raised a lot of eyebrows with its 
decision to ship out its poker machines 
in a bid to win a small bar/restaurant 
licence. The pub, which is over 100 
years old, has received much criticism 
from the local community, and a legal 
battle has been ongoing for several 
years now.

Shayne Dryden, a local resident and 
regular of the hotel has led the charge, 
starting the campaign against the 
re-licence over four years ago. Under 
the new licence, the pub will not be 
permitted to hold gambling of any kind, 
nor will it be allowed to serve a second 
function as a takeaway bottle shop.

The movement grew quickly, with 
the initial community petition receiving 
over 300 signatures against the 
decision. What followed was four years 
of intense legal scrutiny and contest, 
with locals arguing the pub was built 
for the community and should first and 
foremost fulfil that responsibility.

When asked about the new direction 
of the pub, Mr Dryden passionately 
defends the rich history of the hotel 
and the area. “There are some dodgy 
pubs in the area, but this isn’t one of 
them. There has never been any trouble 

here whatsoever.”
“The Berkeley was built as a pub 

over 100 years ago, it’s been operating 
as a pub ever since and it has served 
our community well as a place to meet 
and greet and have a drink or two. The 
movement of the poker machines over 
to the Gaelic is a symbolic move of the 
direction the pub is taking away from 
its history. I don’t even play them – it 
is not about that.”

The poker machines will be shipped 
off to the Gaelic Theatre in Surry Hills 
– another venue owned by the parent 
Thomas Group hotels chain. The 
transfer of the gaming licence between 
the venues is permitted under NSW law 
as the two hotels are placed within two 
kilometres of each other.

Mr Dryden was also wary of the 
impact that this move would have on 
the Gaelic Theatre – another historic 
venue for live music. “I’ve played at the 
Gaelic, I’ve been to a million gigs there 
and the idea of placing those poker 
machines just right in the middle of 
the place is very concerning.

“These places should be run as 
they were intended – there should be 
a law against changing the heritage of 
a venue, there should be some sense 
of a moral code.”

After four-and-a-half years Thomas 
Group has been given the go ahead 

to transfer the licence, and within the 
next few weeks poker machines at the 
Berkeley will be a thing of the past.

Manager of the pub, Cindy Chomley-
Griffiths, said she was looking forward 
to the move, as it will allow her to offer 
the area something fresh and different. 
“Personally, I think it will be a good 
thing for the community, without 
poker machines it will mean I am 
able to focus on new things like live 
entertainment.”

“Patrons were scared the pub would 
go under without the intake of poker 
machines, but I think I’ll be able to 
drive the hotel with bar sales and that 
the community will respond well to the 
new changes.”

Despite this, locals remain sceptical – 
especially amid widespread speculation 
that the parent company will sell the 
hotel after the transition takes place. 
Mr Dryden was quick to voice these 
concerns, but was optimistic about the 
future should the venue be sold.

“I’ve been a local at this pub for over 
20 years, I’ve seen it go through a lot of 
hands and I’ve seen it be run well and 
I’ve seen it be run not so well. Hopefully, 
if the sale goes ahead, the pub will be 
bought by someone that will run the 
hotel as a full bar – as it was meant to 
be – and will pay tribute to the pub’s 
rich heritage and history.”   S

BReNdaN WoNG

GLEBE: This year marks the 122nd 
birthday of the Harold Park Hotel and 
a new management under Australia’s 
first fifth-generation hotelier, 
William Ryan. 

My Ryan, who reopened the hotel 
in April, says his goal is to make the 
Harold Park Hotel a community-based 
hotel. “We want to be a neighbourhood 
hotel where local people can come and 

enjoy fine food, fine beverages and in a 
wonderful family-friendly atmosphere. 
We’ve inherited a hotel with a great 
history with a whole new, beautiful 
looking design.”

The Harold Park Hotel was built 
in 1888 and opened under the name 
Centennial Hotel. After two subsequent 
name changes, the hotel was finally 
renamed Harold Park Hotel in 1929. 

The original three-storey building 
was destroyed by fire in 1959. From the 

1960s to the1990s, the hotel became 
well known for being a place of public 
discussion with Poets in the Pub 
and Politics in the Pub being regular 
events. In 2002 the hotel was closed 
and re-opened in 2007 after extensive 
renovations.

City of Sydney Councillor Meredith 
Burgmann attended the Politics in the 
Pub as an academic in the 1980s. She 
says the Harold Park was important 
because it was the first of Politics in the 
Pub venues which have now become 
more prevalent. “At the time that they 
began, it was really the only venue that 
did political discussions.”

Cr Burgmann recalls an event in 1986 
when police tried to arrest prominent 
author Frank Hardy for unpaid warrants. 
“The whole pub sort of ended out on the 
street trying to save Frank Hardy from 
being arrested by the police,” she says.

The Harold Park Hotel currently runs 
several events each week. A short film 
festival is held every Tuesday night and 
according to Mr Ryan, “It’s absolutely 
taken off in its first three weeks here.” 

On Thursday nights, the Hotel runs 
Love Thy Neighbour, an event allowing 
local residents to meet other people 
and enjoy food and drinks. “I’d like to 
think that some of the things we do are 
a throwback to the past,” says Mr Ryan. 
“Things like the short film festival are a 
little art-house which has always been 
in keeping with that area of Glebe: very 
artistic and poetic.”   S

Harold Park Hotel is located on the corner 

of Ross Street and Wigram Road in Glebe. 

James street 
Redfern gets a 
community garden   
The Lord Mayor’s email newsletter 
reports that an underused park 
in Redfern will become the first 
community garden developed by 
local residents with the support 
of the City’s Local Action Plan 
Matching Grants Program. A group 
of local residents and businesses 
initiated the proposal to create a 
dynamic community space, and 
have received a Matching Grant of 
$8,000 towards the project. Matching 
Grants aim to encourage community 
initiative, innovation and creativity. 
The James Street Community 
Garden Group will match the City’s 
grant with equivalent in-kind and 
cash contributions. The project will 
provide the local community with 
opportunities to develop skills in 
organic gardening and sustainable 
living through workshops and active 
involvement in the garden. The 
Lord Mayor went on to say that 
“City staff have worked closely with 
the Group to plan and design the 
garden, which will include raised 
garden beds for communal use, fruit 
trees and compost bins. The Group 
hopes establishing the garden in the 
Reserve will encourage community 
connections and discourage 
dumping and anti-social behavior”.

the Garden shelter 
almost 10 years old 
Kate Williams in this issue reports 
on the Garden Shelter in Waterloo 
that operates in the Uniting Church 
hall. The Garden Shelter operates 
one night a week and is part of 
a network of shelters throughout 
the city for homeless people. The 
Garden Shelter is run by Cana 
Communities which also operates 
the Cana Café in Pitt Street, Redfern. 
Cana has done a brilliant job. Fast 
News remembers the controversy 
around the DA for the Shelter and 
was there on the first night. There 
I met a man who walked through 
the door and was so glad to have 
a place to stay for the night. He 
said that he’d been asked to sign 
a petition opposing the Shelter but 
he refused. Later his wife kicked 
him out and he needed a place to 
sleep. Ten years on, the Shelter 
is still serving the needs of the 
Sydney homeless community.

local indigenous 
community and flowers
A Worldwide Training Academy is 
running floristry programs 
designed to deliver job-ready skills 
after 12 weeks. This program 
starts on Tuesday June 8. It is held 
every Tuesday from 10am-3pm and 
Wednesdays from 10am-3pm for the 
12 weeks of the course. Trial pilot 
flower arranging programs over 18 
months have been outstanding and 
there has been a very high demand 
for the floristry program within the 

Indigenous community. Flowers by 
Mercedes was fortunate enough to 
deliver this Indigenous floral service 
to the late Chicka Dixson’s funeral. 
The Indigenous flower team was so 
touched by the event and very proud 
that its floristry skill was admired 
within the community. 
If you are interested in these 
workshops call Mercedes on  
9797 8811 and check their website  
on www.flowersbymercedes.com.au 

Most outrageous, 
ridiculous or ignorant 
comment about 
GlBti community 
Last month 150 people gathered at 
NSW Parliament House to award 
the first ever Gay and Lesbian, 
Outrageous, Ridiculous and Ignorant 
comment Awards – The GLORIAs. 
Opposition Leader Tony Abbott 
won the Golden GLORIA for the 
comment of the year about the 
GLBTI community. Organised by 
Labor MLC Penny Sharpe, the event 
was held as part of the International 
Day Against Homophobia. “The 
GLORIAs are organised as a fun 
event to shine a light on the 
ignorant and ridiculous things 
people say about members of the 
GLBTI community,” Ms Sharpe 
said. “Nominations came in from 
around the world but the voting 
showed a preference for outing 
mostly home-grown comments.” 
Forty nominations were received in 
seven different categories (Politics, 
Religion, Sport, Media, Law, Online/
Misc and silliest GLBTI). Over 2000 
votes were cast online to decide 
the winners in each category. The 
Golden GLORIA was decided via a 
“boo off” by those who attended 
the dinner.  The winners in each 
category were:   
• Politics: Tony Abbott for his 
comments about feeling threatened 
by homosexuality and his 
follow-up comments saying that 
[homosexuality] challenges the 
orthodox notions of the right order 
of things.  
• Religion: Jim Wallace from the 
Australian Christian Lobby for 
saying: “Some of you won’t like 
this but it is fact. In Australia, in 
Ireland, in America the people who 
are prosecuted for sexual offences 
against minors have in Australia 
been over 70 per cent [homosexual] 
and remember that the churches 
who have been the victims of this 
have had a policy where they don’t 
accept homosexuals as part of 
their clergy. Yet in Australia over 
70 per cent of the offences have 
been committed by homosexual 
clergymen.”  
• Sport: The Footy Show for skit in 
May 2009 featuring the fictitious gay 
brother of NRL siblings Matthew and 
Andrew Johns called Elton Johns. In 
the skit, the Johns’ father attempts 
to return the gay son, played by 
Matthew Johns, to hospital saying 
“I want to return this, it’s faulty”. 

  Have You Heard? 

the fast NeWs
 WITH TREVOR DAVIES

Berkeley says bye-bye to pokies

A new era for the Harold Park
The Harold Park Hotel   Photo: Ali Blogg

Wyanga –  
“Our dream 
come true”
Photo Andrew Collis

norma Ingram, Sylvia 
Scott (Wyanga) and Shirley 
McPherson (Chairperson 
of the Indigenous Land 
Corporation) celebrate 
divestment of property to 
Wyanga Aboriginal Aged 
Care in Cope Street, Redfern. 
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NEWTOWN: Newtown Neighbourhood 
Centre has run a campaign for a couple 
of years for access at Newtown Station. 
The Government heard the cry and a 
design was announced. They needed 
to make a few amendments, then the 
amended plan was released. 

Deputy Premier and Member for 
Marrickville, Carmel Tebbutt, last month 
joined former Minister for Transport and 
Roads, David Campbell, at Newtown 
Station, to release a new design plan for 
Newtown Station, and announce that 
work on the upgrade will start later this 
month.

“Newtown is a thriving Sydney 
suburb, with its King Street railway 
station to soon receive a dramatic and 
eagerly anticipated face lift,” Ms Tebbutt 
said. “Over the years, the number of 
people who use Newtown Station has 

grown significantly, with more than 
10,000 people now catching a train 
from the station every day. The narrow 
stairs and entrance need to be upgraded 
to accommodate this increase in foot 
traffic.”

Ms Tebbutt said the new design 
incorporates feedback from local 
residents and groups.

“Following further consultation on 
the project late last year, a new design 
for the canopy and concourse roof 
has been approved,” Ms Tebbutt said. 
“I’m pleased the new design takes into 
consideration the concerns raised by the 
public and the Planning Department’s 
Heritage Branch during the public 
exhibition of the plans.

“Newtown has a long and proud 
history and it’s critical that any design 
takes this into account. The new 
entrance will feature a four metre wide 
protective canopy from King Street to the 
new concourse, with heritage displays 

and viewing windows. The new canopy 
design will assist with creating a more 
open public forecourt for access to the 
station, while retaining views of the key 
heritage items in the area.”

Mr Campbell said tenders have 
been called for pre-construction work 
including archaeological testing and 
demolition of the old kebab shop on 
the corner of King Street.

“This work will start later this 
month,” he said. “The revised design 
retains the original concourse building 
with a lift and stairs to the platform, 
new family accessible toilet, platform 
canopies and new staff and ticket sales 
facilities, as well as new ticket gates and 
passenger display.”

“When complete, this upgrade will 
mean an expanded entrance, with a 
new walkway and easier access to 
platforms,” said Mr Campbell.

Meanwhile, Redfern Station awaits 
its upgrade!  S

JosePh KhouRi

General medical practitioners (GPs) 
in private practice face financial and 
moral dilemmas in universally bulk 
billing their patients. Bulk billing rates 
for GP attendances have been steadily 
decreasing since 1996. But according 
to the Department of Health and 
Ageing website, the national rate had 
increased to 72 per cent by the end of 
2004 and now stands at 78.6 per cent.

According to Medicare Australia the 
most recent rate (First quarter 2010) 
was 83.6 per cent for NSW, which is 
actually the highest among the states and 
territories. It had dropped by 0.5 per cent 
from the same time one year before.  

Based on different age categories, 
bulk billing rates are the highest for 
people over 65 years and children 
under 16 years. Discounts are often 
given to students and bulk billing is 
generally charged for mental health 

patients who need regular monitoring 
and administration of mood stabilising 
medications, according to Dr Marcus 
Ryan, a GP from Newtown.

Dr Ryan has worked in both bulk 
billing and non-bulk billing surgeries. 
He said that the increasing costs for 
running a medical practice, especially 
in expensive real estate areas, can make 
it difficult to offer universal bulk billing 
for patients. 

He stressed, however, that bulk billing 
for the underprivileged should continue 
and he added that many GPs are willing 
to do so as they feel “devoted to their 
patients”. As to the quality of care, “It 
all depends on the doctor [who will or 
won’t bulk-bill],” he said, and so the 
treatment is no different. 

Corporate-run practices have argued 
for decreasing bulk-billing rates because 
“management believe that offering 
this option will also help with doctor 
retention and attraction”, as quoted in an 
article in australian doctor in 2009. Such 

action can generate large revenue despite 
the predicted drop in patient numbers.

But the then AMA president, Dr 
Rosanna Capolingua, told the same 
newspaper that she did not think that the 
drop in doctors’ numbers was related to 
bulk billing rates. She thought that it was 
more likely related to Medicare rebates 
failing to stay in line with living costs. 

The AMA, being the strongest 
supporter for doctors’ rights and issues, 
continues to lobby the government for a 
fair system that works for everyone. With 
the current Health System undergoing 
a debate for a major make-over, the 
Medicare rebates issue is kept as a 
hidden item.

Dr Andrew Pesce, the current AMA 
president, wrote in the May edition of 
australian medicine, “The contribution 
of our general practitioners is too 
easily taken for granted. It must be 
acknowledged and supported – and we 
expect major announcements in this area 
very soon.”  S

Newtown on track for upgrade

What’s happened to bulk billing?

The NSW Government will protect the magnificent 
Riverina Red Gums from logging, following our landmark 
decision to preserve 100,000 hectares of ancient trees in 
our State’s south.

We will preserve in perpetuity 100,000 hectares of 
these ancient trees – many of which are more than 
300 years old.

We will protect the ecosystems of the River Red Gums 
including 50 species of threatened fauna and the 
breeding habitats for 18 migratory birds.

We will create two wetlands of international significance 
– Millewa and Werai, and two Living Murray icon sites – 
Millewa Forest and the River Murray Channel. 

This is the largest land conservation decision 
in NSW since 2005 when the State Government 
protected 350,000 hectares in the Brigalow 
bio‑region.

The Riverina Red Gum forests agreement 
will protect:

•	 66,000 hectares of national parks; 

•	 More than 15,000 hectares of regional parks; 

•	 More than 20,000 hectares of proposed Indigenous 
Protected Areas; 

•	 Two wetlands of international significance, Millewa 
and Werai; 

•	 Two Living Murray icon sites, Millewa Forest and the 
River Murray Channel; 

•	 Five terrestrial and two aquatic endangered ecological 
communities and habitat for 50 species of threatened 
terrestrial fauna – this includes the Squirrel Glider, 
Superb Parrot and Regent Parrot 

•	 Significant breeding habitat for 18 migratory bird 
species listed under international agreements with 
China, Japan and Korea – this includes the Garganey 
Teal, Lathams Snipe and the Common Sand Piper. 

Our decision has been welcomed by the Humane Society 
International, the Wilderness Society, the Australian 
Conservation Foundation, the Nature Conservation 
Council of NSW, Friends of the Earth, the Total 
Environment Centre, the Victorian National Parks 
Association, the Inland Rivers Network, the Wildlife 
Preservation Society of Australia, the National Parks 
Association of NSW and the Colong Foundation 
for Wilderness.

Kristina 
Keneally MP
MEMBER
FOR HEFFRON

ADVERTISEMENT

Kristina Keneally MP 
Member for Heffron 
Shop 117, 747 Botany Road, Rosebery NSW 2018
Phone: (02) 9699 8166 Fax: (02) 9699 8222
Email: kristina.keneally@parliament.nsw.gov.au

State Rail representative with David Campbell and Carmel Tebbutt   Photo: Courtesy of Carmel Tebbutt
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General Position:  
Sales-Accountant Marketing and More (part/full time)
Are you looking to make some extra cash?  
We are a new company with fresh ideas and a winning attitude.  
We are a privately owned marketing and promotions company

that works with some of the largest home improvement and 
automotive glass companies in the world. We are planning 
expansion and currently need to fill many openings.

Apply to: cobilambert231@hotmail.com 

Sydney and Melbourne

1300 769 389
www.goget.com.au

24/7 access to cars parked nearby

PePsee
C U T  &  CO L O U R  H A I R S A L O N

Swedish massage and Shiatsu available

276 Abercrombie Street Darlington 2008

Mobile: 0403 110 832

262 Abercrombie St, DArlington
Ph: 9698 8677   oPen 7 DAyS
mon-Fri 7Am-5Pm    SAt-Sun 8Am-4Pm

triPoD cAFetriPoD cAFe

Sydney Central Panel Beaters
Incorporated by Surry Hills Panel Beaters & Spray Painters Pty Ltd

154-156 Regent Street, Redfern
All smash work • Fleet work • Insurance work • Private work

Ph: 9319 6044
ABN: 17 003 323 617  Lic. No.: 018843

Assure 
Psychology

306 Abercrombie St (cnr Shepherd) 

chippendAle nSW 2008

Caring, confidential psychological services 

to help you deal with life’s difficulties

Bulk billing available on referral from GP

Contact Elizabeth Munro on 0408 612 808  

or at elizabethjmunro@bigpond.com

lauRa BaNNisteR

KINGS CROSS: Local residents are rallying 
together to oppose the possibility of 
further development on the Elizabeth 
Bay Marina by its current leaseholders, 
a move they believe would increase 
noise and environmental pollution, as 
well as encroach on current leisure use 
of the area.

NSW Planning has recently confirmed 
that the developer, Mr Peter Fitzhenry, has 
requested the NSW Minister for Planning 
to be the consent authority, effectively 
bypassing the process that would involve 
approval by the City of Sydney.  

The Save Elizabeth Bay Action Group 
has written to the NSW Premier and the 
Minister for Planning requesting that 
any development applications relating 
to the marina be screened first by City 
of Sydney. Lord Mayor Clover Moore has 
also raised questions to the Legislative 
Assembly about possible conflicts of 
interest in the alleged process thus far. 
Mr Fitzhenry is a member of the Maritime 
Ministerial Advisory Council and NSW 
Maritime has played a significant role in 
giving permission to lodge a development 
application.  

According to its website, the Action 
organisation has been led to believe 
that as many as 50 large motorboats 
could reside at a new, expanded marina, 
supported by a 100-metre long jetty.

The site, especially Beare Park, 
has significant history for the local 
community, dating back to the 1800s. 
It contained the first Aboriginal housing 
settlement in 1823, which was later moved 
to Blacktown. Its site was discussed at 
length at a local meeting held on May 12 
in the Rex Centre.

Mr Andrew Woodhouse, President 
of the Potts Point and King Cross 
Heritage Conservation Society, spoke 
to locals about his desire to retain the 
shared history of the site. “This park 
was Council’s gift to the future for our 
area,” Mr Woodhouse said. “It was 
acquired, reclaimed, designed and 
has been nurtured by locals for locals 
since inception, its fate should remain 
in local hands and be decided by local 
government.”

Mr Woodhouse was also dissatisfied 
with the apparent lack of transparency 
thus far in the decision-making process. 
“The new marina proposals are not on 
display and we don’t know if they ever 
will be. Why not? We call on Kristina 

Keneally to open up all the files and 
show us precisely what is proposed in 
our backyard. Surely, those with nothing 
to fear have nothing to hide,” he stated.

“Alterations to this precious park 
and to harbour infrastructure … may 
well reduce this park’s significance, 
especially if this involves reducing green, 
open space in front of the marina wharf 
entrance, removing trees for construction 
or reducing views to the harbour itself.”

Local community activist, Jo Holder, 
agrees. “The feeling in the community 
is overwhelmingly opposed to the 
development,” Ms Holder says. “We’re 
talking about an extremely narrow 
peninsula on one of the densest urban 
areas in Australia. No one wants giant 
mariners to commercialise harbour 
areas, which essentially should be public 
spaces.”

“The most appropriate mooring should 
be limited to small boats … development 
could see the area infiltrated by giant two-
storey white gym boats,” Ms Holder says. 
“There’s just no capacity for increased 
traffic.”

With uncertainty surrounding what the 
next steps of the approval process will be, 
the future of Elizabeth Bay as a small-scale 
marina is yet to be realised.   S

ssh

DARLINGTON: Darlington Public School 
launched their new edible community 
garden this month. The garden was 
officially opened by the Lord Mayor 
Clover Moore in the surrounds of the 
new garden just inside Golden Grove 
entrance to the school.

The dream of a group of parents 

and teachers, to have a vegie garden at 
this inner-city school, became a reality 
when in 2009 the S&C was awarded 
$5105 from the City of Sydney Council’s 
Matching Grants Program. For the past 
year, parents, grandparents and teachers 
have been busy establishing the “no dig” 
permaculture-based raised garden beds.  

This  in i t ia t ive  o f  the  school 
community and City of Sydney is 
intended to provide opportunities for 

local children, many of whom don’t 
have gardens at home, to learn about 
and experience the cycles of food 
production first hand. Darlington 
students have already been reaping 
the educational and creative rewards 
of being involved in all aspects of 
the garden, including seed planting, 
composting and worm farm workshops, 
and most importantly, harvesting and 
tasting the vegies and  herbs.   S

Outrage over marina development

Learning to grow

The Elizabeth Bay Marina alongside Beare Park    Photo: Ali Blogg

The Lord Mayor with Darlington School children in their garden setting    Photo: Ali Blogg
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National parks – the next 
development opportunity

High-rising demand 
for city housing
taRa cliffoRd

Despite projections by the NSW 
Department of Planning that Sydney’s 
population is naturally rising at one-
third decline of its previous rate, the 
city’s housing supply is not keeping 
up with the demand. According to 
the yearly report released in April by 
the National Housing Supply Council, 
supply is not keeping up with demand 
and these gaps will only continue to 
increase if changes are not made.

Aaron Gadiel, Chief Executive of the 
developers lobby group Urban Taskforce, 
says that, “NSW’s current shortfall in 
housing is approaching 100,000 homes 
and, on current projections, will be near 
to 175,000 homes within four years.  

“Median rents for two bedroom 
apartments in the inner suburbs of 
Sydney have soared by 4 per cent in just 
three months – more than four times the 
rate of inflation.”

Significantly, the issue of housing in 
the inner suburbs of Sydney involves the 
lack of available apartments. “[Sydney] 
is particularly dependent on apartment 
development, more than any other 
state,” says Mr Gadiel.

He says that the source of the problem 
is the rigid planning rules, as well as the 
lengthy and costly development process 
by the Council. Additionally, while local 
action groups are willing to oppose the 
construction of apartments, those in 
need of houses are not as eager to get 
their act together.

Sydney Council lor, Meredith 
Burgmann, agrees that more apartments 
need to be built but the question 
remains as to where they should be 

sensibly located. “We can build and 
build in the outer limits and really 
increase our carbon footprint or we 
can do what they do in Europe, which 
is urban consolidation.”

Urban consolidation involves 
increasing the density of housing in 
established residential areas, particularly 
around transport hubs. Ms Burgmann 
says that all political parties have 
accepted but it has not been passed 
due to objections by residents. “The 
reason the Government has the rules 
is because residents have rights too ... 
it is a delicate compromise we have 
to make.”

Ms Burgmann says to successfully 
implement this process, areas would 
need to be properly policed and would 
have to be sympathetic with the 
environment.

Despite this, Mr Gadiel says that the 
solution rests first and foremost with 
the local Council which must work with 
State and Federal Governments due 
to their responsibility to find further 
infrastructure.

The National Housing Supply 
Council concludes in its report that, if 
the supply of additional housing does 
not keep up with increased underlying 
demand, the outcomes may include 
higher prices, homelessness, more 
people living in caravans or shared 
accommodation, larger household sizes 
and adult children staying longer in the 
parental home.

Mr Gadiel says NSW is already 
feeling the social and economic costs 
with people being driven to find 
housing in other states and Sydney 
having the lowest rates of home 
ownership bar Darwin.   S

PeteR PRiNeas

Environment Minister Frank 
Sartor recently tested the reaction 
of NSW environmental groups 
to a draft “Sustainable Tourism” 
Bill that would alter the way 
the State’s national parks are 
managed. After a brief and not too 
friendly exchange in the media 
both sides have gone to ground.

The Bill follows a report presented 
by the Taskforce on Tourism and 
National Parks to former Premier 
Nathan Rees. The Taskforce is a 
tourism industry vehicle established 
in May 2008 when Matt Brown was 
tourism minister and Verity Firth 
held the environment portfolio. Rees 
released the report later that year 
and accepted the recommendations 
without inviting public comment. 

The Taskforce did not bother with 
the detail of proposed changes to 
the National Parks and Wildlife Act. 
Its report said that key areas of the 
legislation should be “clarified”, 
giving the Government plenty of 
leeway in formulating amendments. 
The draft Bill is a cut-and-paste job 
that throws out much national parks 
philosophy and culture by allowing 
tourism to challenge the primacy of 
nature conservation in the Act.

Professor Ralph Buckley, Director 
of the International Centre for 
Ecotourism Research at Queensland’s 
Griffith University, has questioned 
the direction the NSW Government 
is taking. He told public meetings in 
Sydney that these changes in national 
parks management are coming from 
the top and that the senior managers 
are propagating a tourist industry 
myth that fewer people are visiting 
national parks. Contrary to the claims 
made by the NSW Department of 
Environment (DECCW), there is no 
need to ramp up tourism in national 
parks to meet the Government’s 
2020 visitor target, as present trends 
indicate the target will easily be met. 

The Government may be 
disappointed if it is looking for 

significant revenue from increased 
tourism development in national parks. 
Despite all the resorts at Kosciuszko, 
the Park is nowhere near self-funding. 
Intensive tourism in national parks is 
expensive to manage and commercial 
operators – with the possible exception 
of those leasing some heritage 
buildings such as lighthouses – do 
not meet all the costs they generate. 
Professor Buckley goes so far as 
to say that private development in 
national parks “just does not work” 
and warns national parks agencies 
against giving away the profitable part 
of their business to private interests.

In South Africa, where national park 
tourism is a large industry, Professor 
Buckley says that 66 per cent of 
national parks revenue comes from fees 
charged direct to visitors by the parks 
agency, with the commercial tourism 
operators contributing only 5 per cent. 

Among the various mantras to be 
heard in environmental circles in 
recent years, “sustainable tourism” 
is one of the least convincing.

Millions of people visit NSW national 
parks each year and many facilities 
are provided for them. However, the 
Minister can’t lease or license land for 
uses that are outside the purposes of 
national parks laid down in the Act. 
Nor can he go outside certain allowed 
visitor uses or management principles. 
Attempts to approve inappropriate uses 
in parks have been struck down by the 
courts. One example is the business 
college the Greiner Government 
tried to establish in premises in the 
Sydney Harbour National Park. The 
college was evicted when its lease 
was challenged and ruled invalid. 

Minister Sartor’s draft Bill aims 
to open up national parks to more 
development by inserting “sustainable 
tourism” as a purpose of national parks 
and widening the uses for which leases 
and other concessions may be granted. 
Some may feel comfortable that tourism 
allowed under the Bill would be 
sustainable, but according to a senior 
barrister, Tim Robertson, the Bill does 
not define sustainable tourism and as 
it has no settled technical meaning, 

the courts will go to a dictionary and 
conclude that it gives national parks 
little protection. Robertson says it 
is no more than tourism managed 
in a way that “will not threaten 
or jeopardise future tourism”.

Among the various mantras to be 
heard in environmental circles in recent 
years, sustainable tourism is one of the 
least convincing. We should have a 
tourist industry, but let’s not be deluded 
about the environmental consequences. 
Behind the window dressing is the real 
business of this draft Bill, which is to 
give national park developers greater 
opportunity, scope and certainty. This 
will ensure that national parks get 
more hotels, lodges, cabins and food 
outlets, all manner of retail shops, 
conference centres, recreational and 
sporting venues, educational facilities, 
research institutions, museums, 
galleries, cultural facilities, residential 
accommodation and various other 
kinds of developments mentioned 
in the Bill. Leases granting exclusive 
use rights to public buildings and to 
tracts of parkland are contemplated. 
Nature reserves at Port Macquarie 
and elsewhere are to be converted 
to national parks for the simple 
reason that nature reserves are not 
open to tourism developments. The 
Bill would even open up wilderness 
areas to commercial operations. 

With a statutory duty to facilitate 
tourism and some important constraints 
removed, developments in national 
parks would proliferate and get bigger 
and proceed further down the path of 
privatisation. Visitors could be attracted 
to national parks for sporting events 
or just for the shopping. A unit in the 
National Parks head office has been 
working on this vision for some time.

Sartor’s Bill could do to 
tourism businesses in regional 
towns what shopping malls 
have done to Main Street.

Kosciuszko National Park offers 
a glimpse of the road ahead. There 
the resorts are evolving into towns 
and if you have the money you can 
spend half a million dollars buying an 
on-park villa or apartment. The Park’s 

real estate market might be limited 
to leasehold, but so is Canberra’s. 
The Kosciuszko resorts already 
accommodate ten thousand people 
overnight, and many more beds will be 
added when the Perisher Village and 
other developments are completed. 

It is wishful thinking to imagine 
that all that tourism development can 
happen at Kosciuszko without harm to 
the environment. Despite the attempts 
of national park staff to manage the 
impacts, and the efforts of some 
operators, populations of endangered 
animals in the resort areas, such as the 
broad-toothed rat and the mountain 
pigmy possum, are in decline. This 
should matter, as much of the rationale 
for reserving land in national parks is 
to ensure that native species survive.

The backers of the new development 
at Perisher Valley might proceed 
with more confidence knowing that 
a full-blown shopping centre could 
be possible. But if this is to be future 
for national parks, then surrounding 
communities like Jindabyne that cater 
to park visitors might wonder about 
their future. Minister Sartor’s Bill could 
to do to businesses in regional towns 
what shopping malls have done to 

Main Street. Communities all over NSW 
that rely on national park tourism – 
those in the Blue Mountains, towns 
around the Warrumbungles, settlements 
up and down the coast to mention a 
few – should be asking their members 
of parliament about this legislation.

As well as widening the scope 
for development in parks, the draft 
Bill would hand the Minister more 
discretion, making it harder for 
the community to rein in excesses 
through the courts. Reportedly the 
Minister responded to this criticism 
by suggesting that that national parks 
would continue to be protected by their 
management plans. This is not very 
reassuring as the Minister ultimately 
decides what goes into national park 
management plans. If the Bill passes, 
his next step would be to change the 
plans to reflect the new legal regime 
and include in them that dodgy 
expression, sustainable tourism.   S

Peter Prineas is a writer and lives in 

Darlington. His past roles included 

Chair of the Nature Conservation 

Council and member of the State 

Government’s National Parks and 

Wildlife Advisory Council.

High-density housing   Photo: Ali Blogg
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readers’ letters
 
allaying fears

I write regarding your article in the 
May edition titled, ‘Saving community 
services’, and in particular your 
reference to the continuing use of the 
church hall. The use by the four groups 
named is solely the responsibility of 
the Department of Ageing, Disability 
and Home Care and as such it is not 
appropriate for us to comment on their 
administration. Our response to your 
reporter was only to her suggestion 
that the groups may find themselves 
without accommodation and it was 
simply a reflection of our understanding 
of the Department’s policy in order to 
allay unnecessary fears. To portray this 
as St Saviour’s “denial of rumours” is 
not accurate and may be confusing to 
your readers.

Robert Freeman Warden,  
Parish of South Sydney

doRothy McRae-McMahoN

That may seem a strange 
question, seeing that most 
religions would say that their God 
is perfect. If we are honest, we 
religious people might confess 
that, although we believe that 
our God is totally good and that 
we are to follow the teaching of 
that God, the ancient people who 
wrote our religious writings were 
not totally accurate in relation to 
what God would want from us. 

For example, when people say 
that all you need to do is do what 
the Bible tells you because every 
word is from the mouth of God, 
it certainly explains why many 
Christians were slave-owners and 
racists. It also explains sexism – 
wives obeying their husbands and, 
to some extent, homophobia.

Having said that, over the centuries 
there have been ethicists within and 
outside religions who have challenged 
the prevailing views on the nature 
and will of God. The anti-slavery 
movement came from within the 
Christian Church as people refused 
to believe that God would support 
slavery, in spite of the instructions 
in the Bible. No churches would 
hold to that view of God now.

There have been feminists inside 
the Christian churches who have 
challenged the idea of a God whose 
ethic is to give men authority over 
women. Many churches would 
no longer hold that view of God 
and have changed their teachings, 
ordain women and give them 
leadership positions. The same is 
now happening across the world 
in relation to diverse sexualities.

All religions have, in varying ways 
and to varying degrees, explored 
the nature of their God and the 
ethical teaching which follows. 
So why would we oppose Ethics 
Classes in NSW Schools for children 
whose parents do not wish them to 
attend Scripture Classes? Surely any 
deeper thinking about ethical life 
adds to the life of the community 
and can stand in helpful dialogue 
with religious reflections on what 
constitutes ethical Godliness?

Scripture classes in public schools 
were set up in 1880 and re-inforced 
in 1990. Their original establishment 
is not surprising, given that in those 
days almost everyone respectable 
went to church or synagogue. It is 
perhaps more interesting that there 
was a reaffirmation in 1990, although 

of course it was assumed by then 
that many parents would choose 
to exempt their children from the 
classes and there was also provision 
for children of varying faiths.

Certainly, in my school days, 
everyone went to Scripture. It would 
have been very brave parents who 
asked that their child not do so. In 
fact, on one occasion I was hauled 
up before the headmistress and 
chastised because the behaviour of 
Doris, the class naughty girl, had 
not improved when she chose to sit 
with me, the girl whose father, as the 
teacher reminded me, was a Scripture 
teacher! Those were the days!

In reality, it could be considered 
a privilege to be allocated time for 
religious teaching in what are secular 
and state-funded schools. Some 
could claim that those who wish 
their children to be taught religion 
should either go to a religious school 
or receive their teaching directly from 
their parents or a particular religious 
group outside their schooling.

It is interesting to reflect on ethics 
versus religion. All mainstream 
religions would claim to have 
an underlying ethical base – a 
commitment to live with honesty, 
integrity, justice and compassion for 
others. Not that anyone should assert 
that ethical decisions are always clear-
cut. On the contrary, you could really 
only give children, or anyone, broad 
principles for reflecting on them. In a 
way, that is part of the fascination of 
the discussions around the subject, 
whether in a religious context, or not.

Obviously, within all religions 
are rules and practices which have 
little to do with generally accepted 
ethical thinking – modes of dress, 
ways of relating and expressions 
of spiritual and ritual life. I suggest 
that it would be healthy for religious 
people to explore some of these 
rules alongside ethical principles. 

In terms of Christian thinking, 
it could be said that Jesus invites 
followers to sometimes go beyond 
“ethical” life into actions and attitudes 
that are even more loving and costly – 
ones which are truly gracious because 
we know our own humanness. That 
is not to say that non-religious people 
have not done that too. To honour 
the basic principle of “loving your 
neighbour as yourself” which is at 
the heart of the Christian faith, is 
to set a challenging and sometimes 
complex foundation for ethical life. 
Very few of us, religious or not, could 
claim to live by that rule all the time, 
whether as individuals or as a society.

c o M M e N t  &  o P i N i o N

JaNe RoGeRs 

What we need in Sydney is a radical 
new vision for a public transport 
network that will accommodate our 
growing transport needs well into the 
future. It will need experts in transport 
planning techniques who can design 
both short and longer-term projects that 
form the building blocks of a world-
class public transport network. 

The plan should also include 
community transport; there are 130 
agencies across NSW all experts in trying 
to meet the needs of their very diverse 
communities at grassroots level. The 
limited funds and the rapid increase of 
the aged population have led us to come 
up with innovative ways to maximise 
the power of the meagre funding, yet no 
one has included these agencies in the 
transport solution for NSW. 

Local government must also play a 
greater role in transport planning. It is 

in the perfect position to advocate for 
its residents and businesses. The City of 
Sydney Council has produced its vision 
for a sustainable city and its Lord Mayor 
has the skill, passion and determination to 
carry out the plan. Imagine the outcome 
for commuters and local residents if our 
metropolitan local governments were 
given the same powers as former London 
Lord Mayor Ken Livingston for transport.

The latest NSW transport plan offers us 
another illustration of myopic thinking, 
a few band-aids solutions and over 
one third of the new 150 billion dollar 
transport budget allocated to motorways.  
Public transport in the inner city remains 
convoluted with multiple bus or train 
transfers just to travel a relatively short 
distance. Residents in the Western 
suburbs still have little choice but to 
use private transport, the extra $30 car 
registration fee must feel like second slap 
in the face to them. 

But, most alarming is the appalling 
waste of money surrounding the CBD 

metro project, $298 million already 
spent on the project, $200 million in 
compensation to construction companies, 
and now the Federal Government wants 
$80 million of its transport infrastructure 
grant back and dare I mention the millions 
spent to no avail on the integrated 
ticketing system.

Working in the not-for-profit sector, 
we are told by our funding bodies that 
there are limited resources. We must 
acknowledge that there are many equally 
important competing sectors such as 
health, housing and education and the 
non profit sector must be accountable. We 
are after all spending taxpayer’s money. 

South Sydney Community Transport 
(SSCT) is a not-for-profit community 
organisation based in Redfern. We enable 
frail-aged, and younger people with 
disabilities and their carers to carry out 
essential trips to the shops for food and 
to their health and social appointments.

SSCT is committed in its endeavours to 
make the $1 million in government grants 

that we receive work more effectively 
each year. In January this year we put 
an extra run on the back of all of our 
shopping bus services and put caps on 
the amount of times a person can travel 
each week enabling an extra 137 people 
a fortnight to get to the shops. But most 
of our services are now at capacity – we 
have stretched the dollars as far as they 
can go. 

Some relief did arrive last month. SSCT 
was lucky to receive three separate small 
grants through the Home and Community 
Care program, $5,000 for group bus 
transport for the residents of Ultimo and 
Pyrmont, $25,000 for weekend social 
bus outings and $65,000 to pilot a taxi 
voucher scheme for residents of Redfern 
and Waterloo.

But just think of all the extra services 
that could have been provided by 
Community Transport across NSW with 
just a fraction of the transport funding 
lost in this latest misadventure by NSW 
Transport and Infrastructure.

ssh

“As journalists,  we’ve pushed 
boundaries. As journalism educators, 
we’ve taught students to stick to a story, 
no matter how tough. But one and all, we 
deplore what you did to David Campbell 
and his family,” reads a statement by 
a group of 50 academics and media 
professionals. “We know that sometimes 
the private lives of public figures need to 

be exposed for public good, in the public 
interest. But you exposed this man for 
no public good; nor was it in the public 
interest. It was shameful and hurtful – not 
just for Campbell and his family; but for 
all of us. It demeans journalism.” The 
statement echoes criticism of Seven by 
Michael Kirby who regarded as shameful 
the intention to humiliate and destroy, and 
who accused the network of homophobia. 
Certainly, Seven’s multiple references to 

Campbell’s “ministerial car” or “taxpayer-
funded car” to give its story the patina of 
respectability (a non-issue, as it turned 
out), and then use of phrases such as 
“secret life”, “double life” or “secret 
double life” without once explaining how 
it reached the value judgement about 
his not being a “family man”, provoked 
righteous anger in the community. May we 
learn something from this. Scandal alone 
is no basis for ethical journalism.

BaRRie McMahoN

The man who put the English 
Borough of Woking on the map by 
taking it off the grid, and did it again 
in London alongside former Mayor Ken 
Livingstone, has started work at the 
City of Sydney. Sustainability expert, 
Allan Jones MBE, who specialises in 
renewable energy production and 
alternatives to coal-based electricity, 
will work to reduce Sydney’s carbon 
footprint and drive Sydney’s push to 
tackle climate change and encourage 
sustainable and renewable energy use. 

Lord Mayor Clover Moore MP said Mr 
Jones’ appointment would be crucial in 
helping Sydney tackle global warming 
and deliver on its target of 70 per cent 
reduction in carbon emissions by 2030 
as identified in Sustainable Sydney 

2030. “Mr Jones’ arrival as the City’s 
Chief Development Officer, Energy and 
Climate Change, is a signal that Sydney 
is serious about reducing greenhouse gas 
emissions,” said Ms Moore. 

“Sydney is firmly committed to 
action that will limit to two degrees 
the maximum rise in global average 
temperatures, as agreed in Copenhagen,” 
Ms Moore added. 

During Mr Jones’ time in London and 
Woking he undertook groundbreaking 
work on energy and water efficiency; 
combined cooling, heat and power 
(CCHP); alternative fuels for transport; 
alternative waste technologies; renewable 
gases from waste; fuel cells and renewable 
energy to help tackle climate change. 

The green energy pioneer said he 
looked forward to the challenge of making 
Sydney a low carbon city on the world 
stage. “We are already on the brink of 

irreversible climate change. Cities are 
our most prolific consumers of scarce 
resources, and our worst polluters. They 
are the most at risk from climate change 
but also provide the solution to tackling 
global climate change. 

“Now is the time to create city-wide 
solutions to the problems of climate 
change. Solutions do exist, they have 
been implemented and shown to work. 
We now need the political will and city-
wide co-operation to implement them on 
a broader scale,” said Mr Jones. 

Mr Jones will oversee the Decentralised 
Energy Master Plan and look to develop 
an implementation plan going forward. 
The Master Plan is the first of its kind in 
Australia, and Sydney is one of the first 
places to consider changing its existing 
energy supply and distribution systems 
on such a large scale in order to reduce 
greenhouse emissions. 

 Cartoon: norrie mAy-welby
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Peter Whitehead

Our city enjoys a stretch of varied 
interesting events. There are the big 
ticket items – last month the Sydney 
Writers’ Festival and right now Vivid 
Sydney is here for our delectation – 
and there are those happenings that 
bubble and bumble beneath the radar 
of large advertising campaigns: the 
meetings of disparate communities 
expressing their rather special 
interests.

Members of the Kings Cross branch 
of the ALP are instituting monthly talks 
from Labor Legends. Jo Holder hosted 
the inaugural gathering on the third 
Tuesday in May at her Cross Arts Gallery 
in Llankelly Place (Michael Gormley 
might allege that it was merely another 
sly grog shop opening up the Cross but I 
will not). About 40 locals braved a rainy 
night to hear Graham Freudenberg’s 
redolent reminiscing about his time in 
the front-lines of the Labor movement,* 
reflecting on the present problems of 
politicians and mischievous media and 
speculating about what slim hopes the 
future might hold. He lamented that 
the Sussex Street machine does not 
like people being involved and that 
great public meetings have given way 
to “stage-managed, television-oriented 
meetings that pass for public meetings 
now”. Look out for notification about 
the next of these troves of living history.

Also entertaining up the Cross, on 
the third Wednesday of each month, 
is Playtime at the World Bar in 
Bayswater Road where Steve Carnell 
has masterminded rehearsed readings 
of short plays. These come and go with 
considerable gusto and varying degrees 
of competency for a lively evening in a 
charming venue. 

Along similar lines – “an evening of 
short plays, theatrical scraps and script-
in-hands, brought to you by some of 
Sydney’s most exciting theatre makers” – 
but a bit better fun [judging haphazardly 
from the single nights I’ve been] was 
Cut & Paste at The Old Fitzroy Hotel 
on occasional Sunday nights. 

And the granddaddy of these play 
reading/development endeavours, 

Parnassus’ Den, is still going stronger 
than ever at the Darlinghurst Theatre 
with a June 21 reading of As I Lay 
Dreaming by Catherine McKinnon.

Up at Paddington, Dinner with 
a View offers theatrical life after the 
Saturday markets close with A Taste 
Sensation. The Uniting Church believes 
in community gatherings and has turned 
its Eastside Arts Cafe over to disparate 
groups of actors and directors for a 
smorgasbord of short plays. At best, 
fine dinner theatre, and, at worst, soon 
over, with the chance to grab a drink or 
some tasty supper fare. Good fun for 
groups of theatre buffs.

And do not miss Vampire Stories 
at Slide in Oxford Street on Thursday 
nights and threatening to close June 24. 
For a couple of drinks less than $100 you 
enjoy a five-course degustation menu 
ingeniously complementing the five 
mod-Goth-erotic stories created and 
introduced by the legendary Claire de 
Lune. Sextraordinary singing, dancing 
and acrobatics occur in intimate 
proximity to delighted, excited audiences. 
Great for dating couples or groups of 
like-minded friends.

The other entertainment secret is Rai 
Thistlethwayte on piano with various 
buds accompanying at Bar Me in 
Brougham Street most Wednesdays 
after 9. Be there or be a rather regular 
rhomboid.

* To save searching Wikipedia: 

Norman Graham Freudenberg 

AM (born 1934) is an Australian 

author and political speechwriter 

who worked in the Australian 

Labor Party for over 40 years, 

beginning when he was appointed 

Arthur Calwell’s press secretary 

in June 1961. He has written over 

a thousand speeches for several 

leaders of the Australian Labor 

Party at both the NSW state and 

federal level. These have included 

Arthur Calwell, Gough Whitlam, 

Bob Hawke, Neville Wran, Barrie 

Unsworth, Bob Carr and Simon 

Crean. In 1990 he was appointed a 

Member of the Order of Australia 

(AM). In June 2005 he was inducted 

as a life member of the NSW ALP.

SSh

Joe Meno is quite prolific, and he’s 
only 36. He’s a successful comic-strip 
creator, music journalist, playwright 
and fiction writer. The  author 
of seven novels, Meno’s  latest, 
the wonderful The Great Perhaps 
(published by Picador Australia), 
is set in Chicago in the run-up to 
the 2004 US presidential election. 
The Great Perhaps portrays a nuclear 
family beset by cowardice and 
anxiety. It’s a witty, revealing story 
about just how complicated modern 
life can be. 

Jonathan Casper is a palaeontologist, 
searching in vain for a prehistoric 
squid. His wife, Madeline, an animal 
behaviourist, cannot explain why the 
pigeons she is studying are becoming 
increasingly aggressive. Their older 
daughter, Amelia, is a disappointed 
teenage revolutionary, while their 
younger, Thisbe, has become a devout 
Christian.

Meanwhile the girls’ grandfather, 
Henry, is slowly absenting himself from 
life: each day he gives away a possession 
and speaks one word fewer, until the 
time comes when he will have spoken 
his last ever word. 

Before than can happen, however, 
Jonathan and Madeline decide to 
separate and, suddenly, each family 
member has to confront their fears 
about the world in which they live. 

Meno was recently in Australia for 
the Sydney Writers’ Festival. He was 
part of a number of panels, one of 
which was American Pie on Sunday 
May 23 with fellow Americans Lionel 

Shriver, Willy Vlautin and David Vann. 
There were heady discussions about the 
likes and dislikes of American writing. 
Raymond Carver was mentioned quite 
a bit. 

Meno talked about his new book, 
and how, during the election of 2004 
he felt dismayed by American politics. 
His book really is about cowardice. He 
considers why the world is the way it 
is and whether we can, in fact, hope 
for change. 

The panelists also discussed the idea 
of “place” in books. Meno pointed out 
that much of American writing seems 
to be centred around Brooklyn, New 
York and not much around Chicago. 
He mentioned that it is a lovely feeling 
to be able to write about a place he’s 
visited in Chicago and being confident 
that no one else has written about it. 
It’s his to share. 

The Great Perhaps has been compared 
to the highly regarded The Corrections 
by Jonathan Franzen. Booklist states: 
“Meno’s distinctively imaginative 
and compassionate fiction is forged 
at the intersection of ordinariness 
and astonishment … Tender, funny, 
spooky, and gripping, Meno’s novel 
encompasses a subtle yet devastating 
critique of war; sensitively traces 
the ripple effect of a dark legacy of 
nebulousness, guilt, and fear; and 
evokes both heartache and wonder.”

Labor Legends 
& Vampire Stories

American writer a festival highlight

camelia grove hotel
146 Henderson Rd, Alexandria
Ph:  9516 5611

www.thecammy.com.au

Mon - Sat 
12pm to 3pm
6pm to 9pm
Sundays

12pm to 4pm

Bistro Hours

The        Meeting Place
All games shown LIVE at this venue

AFL

SSH Giveaway 
win a copy of  

The Great Perhaps 

Send an email to 

editor@ssh.com.au 

Suburb vs Suburb 
The Ultimate Musical Showdown
 The contest entry rules are simple:

Film you (and your band if it exists) performing 
an original song (Video recordings are preferred  
in .mov format);

The song must contain the name of the suburb you 
claim to represent somewhere in the lyrics;  

Send a copy to the Newtown Neighbourhood Centre 
along with a $10 entry fee;  

and in deference to the Eurovision Song Contest and 
the high cultural standards that contest sets:

At least one of the performers must be wearing 
sequins OR wink shamelessly at the camera at 
some point of the song video.   

The Grand Final at the Dendy Newtown
Fourteen finalists will be selected from the entries. 
These will be compiled for a special Grand Final 
screening at the Dendy Newtown on August 25 at 7pm 
where the winning Song of Sydney will be chosen.  

The Prizes
As well as getting to know you have written 
the best song in the history of the world about 
Hurlstone Park, Woolloomooloo or Bondi Junction, 
there will also be prizes:

First Prize:   $200 plus a 15-minute gig at 
the Newtown Festival 

Second Prize:  $150

Third Prize:  $100 

The three winners will also get to perform at 
the Champions Night gig at the Sandringham Hotel 
on September 9.

Entry forms and guidelines can be downloaded 
from www.newtowncentre.org 

For more details call Ken at the Newtown 
Neighbourhood Centre on 9516 4755 or 
email projects@newtowncentre.org 

The Newtown Neighbourhood Centre with the support of the Dendy Newtown and the 
Sandringham Hotel are thrilled to announce the first ever Sydneyvision Song Contest

Joe Wigdhal  Photo: Joe Meno
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The Reviews
Book Reviews 
by Marg vazey 

The Rugmaker of 
Mazar-E-Sharif
Najaf Mazari & Robert Hillman
insight (2008, 2009)

The author of this wonderful 
memoir started his working life, 
when he was very young, as a 
shepherd boy in the hill pastures 
of the village of Shar Shar, near 
the city of Mazar-E-Sharif, in 
northern Afghanistan. His family 
belonged to the third largest ethnic 
group in Afghanistan, the Hazara.

Najaf ’s father died when he was 
young, but in his extended family 
he was cared for, and strictly reared, 
so that when he attained adulthood 
he would have the character 
traits necessary for survival in his 
world. In his own words, these 
were “fortitude, resourcefulness, 
loyalty and endurance”. 

It was a hard life but a good life. 
As a teenager, he was expected to 
acquire a useful trade, eventually 
he became a rugmaker’s apprentice. 
And so it would seem that life 
would follow the pattern set by 
the generations before him.

But it was not to be. His family’s 
life was blown apart when a rocket 
landed on the roof of their home 
in Mazar-E-Sharif, killing his 
younger brother, his brother-in-law, 
and badly wounding his mother, 
his elder brother and himself. 

A year before this terrible 
occurrence, his eldest brother had 
been killed tending his bee-hives, 
probably by a stray bullet, from the 
fighting near Shar-Shar. Afghanistan 
was being torn apart by civil war. 
The government, backed by the 
Russians, was fighting the tribal 
freedom fighters, the mujahadeen. 
Later, they both fought the Taliban. 
In 1998, the Taliban fell on Mazar-
E-Sharif, seemingly intent on 
genocide, for the Hazara people. 

Miraculously, Najaf survived, 
and his family decided that because 
he was so lucky, they would pool 
their resources to get him, and his 
wife and child, out of the country. 
So began the journey that resulted 

in Australian citizenship, via 
Karachi, Jakarta, a very leaky boat, 
the Ashmore Reef, the Woomera 
detention centre, and the anomalies 
of our immigration regulations.

It is a thrilling, up-lifting, 
humbling story.

Among the Carrion Crows
Dame enid Lyons
Lansdowne (2000) 
First published Rigby (1972)

A wet day in Devonport, 
Tasmania, was the cause of a trip 
to “Home Hill”, once the family 
home of Joe and Enid Lyons, and 
now a National Trust property, 
where this book was on sale. It is 
one part of the extraordinary story 
of the life of Dame Enid Lyons.

For the first part of her adult life, 
she was a student teacher, a wife 
to a man who was nearly twice her 
age, and who became the Prime 
Minister of Australia. In the years of 
her marriage she bore 12 children, 
attended official functions with great 
confidence, dignity and aplomb, and 
as a woman suffered quite a lot of 
poor health. Her heart was broken 
when Joe Lyons died in office in 
1939, a few months before the 
start of the Second World War.

However, this book is not about 
that story. It is about the eight years 
that Enid Lyons served as a Member 
of the House of Representatives in 
the Australian Federal Parliament, 
from August 21, 1943, and was the 
first woman to do so. Dame Enid 
wrote her own speeches: always 
tactful, thoughtful, immensely 
sensible, and very articulate. 

She was very aware of the 
importance of appearances, and felt 
that one must not only always act 
with integrity, but be seen to be so 
doing. She took great trouble to 
dress well and appropriately, earning 
the comment from W. M. Hughes, 
a former Prime Minister, that she 
“sat (in Parliament) like a bird of 
paradise among the carrion crows”.

 Her book reflects the person she 
was. It is full of personal anecdotes, 
some humorous, some indignant, and 

Simon Carter’s stunning debut solo album,  
“The Black Book Of The Universe” is out 4th June 2010.

Listen out for the first single “The Mountain” on JJJ.

www.myspace.com/simoncarteraustralia

“Bombast never sounded so good”
faster louder (live review)

some sad, about the everyday working 
life of a parliamentarian, herself, 
and her colleagues. It records for us 
an important part of our country’s 
history, and certainly inspired this 
reader to visit the local library* to 
find out more about the Lyons, their 
love story, and their contribution 
to our political inheritance.

* For your enjoyment, further 
reading: A Political Love Story by Kate 
White, and Enid Lyons – Leading 
Lady to a Nation by Anne Henderson.

 » books@ssh.com.au

Theatre Review 
by Jane Barton

 

Gina Yashere @ The Fusebox 
Sydney Comedy Festival

From the moment she stepped on 
to the Fusebox stage at the Factory, 
Gina Yashere slayed the audience 
and effortlessly demonstrated why 
she is rated one of the best comics 
in the world – black or white, male 
or female. She has the mastery of 
the truly gifted. Her casual ease with 
the audience, riffing with the first 
two rows about their names, jobs 
and delusions combined with sharp 
social satire was a complete hit. 

Born to Nigerian parents, Gina 
Yashere grew up in North London, 
lives in LA and travels the world. 
Her attention to detail and current 
local knowledge made this show 
about Sydney and Australians a real 
treat. We all long to know what the 
world thinks of us. Gina Yashere let 
us know: “Ahh, the casual racism, 
Australia, the casual racism,” she 
sighed after describing an extremely 
funny outing at the Chinese Gardens 
of Friendship. Australian racism is 
one hell of a topic to tackle – and 
few comics are able to go there. 

Yashere’s fantastic riff on 
taxi drivers was unsettling and 
thought provoking. It revealed 
our own prejudices to ourselves. 
Her observations ranged from 
the Australian news – “It’s not 
very serious is it?” – to why black 
people don’t swim, the “hoodie” 
generation, the American health 
system, Nigerian mothers, 
respect, and a whole lot more. 

Yashere simply killed us, the 
laughs coming easily throughout her 

hour-long show. She displayed an 
uncanny ability to read the audience, 
invite them in but also push us into 
uncomfortable places. The luxury of 
seeing her in a small venue like the 
Fusebox was a real bonus. She usually 
plays massive gigs in the UK and the 
States – think Carnegie Hall and 
the Apollo. Up close in the confines 
of an intimate space, Gina Yashere 
was, quite simply, brilliant. Hot tip: 
check out the “videos” section on 
her website: www.ginayashere.com 

 » theatre@ssh.com.au

Film Review 
by Lindsay Cohen

 

Robin Hood
Director: Ridley Scott
Starring: Russell Crowe, 
Cate Blanchett
Genre: Men not in tights, 
and often not in shirts

There have been over 100 films 
or TV shows made about Robin 
Hood, and this is not one of them. 

What exactly the 2010 film called 
Robin Hood is actually about is hard 
to fathom. Certainly it’s not about 
a petty thief from Nottingham who 
robbed from the rich and gave to 
the poor and had a bunch of merry 
men and the odd skirmish with 
the local sheriff and a local maid. 

It may be about English history, 
but it’s not presented in any 
discernibly logical order, consisting 
as it does of a few hundred years 
of myths and legends chosen at 
random for their suitability to 
computer generated special effects 
and then Robin placed fortuitously 
and decisively in the centre of all of 
them, and often on the same day.

At least his men (returning 
crusaders) are merry, though that has 
a lot to do with the potency of Friar 
Tuck’s mead and the friendliness of 
the local maidens of which Marion 
is not one (she’s a daughter of the 
local Baron and Robin pretends to 
be her husband – it’s complicated).

Now I’ve actually done 
some research for this review 
(unsurprisingly I normally 
make things up as I go along) 
and, what do you know, but 
Robin Hood is mostly myth. 

So if Russell Crowe’s Robin Hood 

is not based on a true story does it 
matter that he’s more gladiator than 
folk hero? Probably not. It does 
matter, though, that Crowe was born 
for this role, he works well with Cate 
Blanchett, and Ridley Scott really 
knows how to shoot computer-
animated crowd and battle scenes. 

Rating: Discount Tuesday, 1 choc top, 

large popcorn and a pitcher of mead.

 » film@ssh.com.au

Music Review 
by Lee Conley

Kitchen’s Floor
Loneliness is a Dirty Mattress 
R.i.P. Society (2009)

Brisbane trio, Kitchen’s Floor, 
spit and roll – showing the kind of 
command of their instruments a 
renegade pirate has of his sinking 
ship. You can taste the garage punk 
distortion oozing under the roller 
door and annoying the neighbours. 
Matching disaffection with an eye for 
the ordinary, the songs are obnoxious 
and short – at an average length 
of around 90 seconds, all 11 tracks 
clock in at just under 20 minutes.

But there’s admirable poetry 
and simplicity amid clanking 
tambourines, woeful cowbell and 
drowning-man vocals. The mournful 
‘Failure’ – “Failure / Keep away 
from it / Failure / Keep away from 
it / Why have they been so long?” 
– speaks as easily of abandonment 
as it does the insecurities of waiting 
for friends to return from the video 
store on a Friday night. Likewise, 
‘Sparkles’ repeated lines, “The 
space above your head sparkles / 
the space above your head’s gone 
cold”, mimics disappointment and 
betrayal by marrying gorgeous 
restraint of haiku-like lyric to 
willfully out-of-tune vocal chants 
and whining wayward guitar. 

This is music with its feet shifting 
– no room for the listener to drift 
into adoration. Rather, it eschews 
approval and restlessly names the 
mundane disappointments of the 
day-to-day – with a willingness to 
lie in the bed it has made for itself. 

 » music@ssh.com.au
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Colours of 
the earth

An electro-acoustic experience
Artist Profile: Dyan Tai

elaine Pelot-Syron

Karla Dickens is one of three Aboriginal 
artists chosen to represent Australia in the 
Sydney Biennale 2010. A solo exhibition, 
The Black Madonna, shows off her paintings, 
sculptures and ceramics and can be seen 
until June 20 at the Casula Powerhouse. 
Take the train and step off – the Powerhouse 
is right at the station’s doorstep.

Karla’s grandmother, Myrtle, was born in 
a humpy at Mascot in 1913 and her father, 
Bruce Dickens, works at the South Sydney 
Leagues Club. Karla was born at Crown Street 
Hospital in 1960. She now resides in Lismore 
NSW, with her daughter, 4-year-old Ginger.

The first of Karla’s Black Madonna 
representations actually took the form of 
leather shadow puppets and the shape of 
the Sheela na Gigs, the Irish female creative 
spirit. Karla is of mixed Wiradjuri and Irish 
descent. Leather shadow puppets themselves 
are from a history thousands of years old. 
The Black Madonnas are paintings, usually 
Christian icons, in Byzantine style, throughout 
Europe and dated from between the 11th and 

15th centuries. Karla successfully combines 
these historical madonnas with her own 
interweaving and overlaying of fabric and other 
collage elements. Racism is a strong theme, 
symbolised by golliwogs. Different backgrounds 
are featured, using the mother and child 
as a central motif and often using Latin 
inscriptions to augment the captivating art.

According to Djon Mundine (Indigenous 
Curator – Contemporary Art, Campbelltown 
Art Centre), whose essay accompanies 
the exhibition, “The Black Madonna is 
more than just a black woman but should 
be read as a female creative spiritual 
force; a universal mother figure”.

One majestic sculpture, ‘The Mother 
Lives’, is breathtaking, and deserves a 
place in an art museum (it stands 210cm 
high x 120cm deep x 120cm wide). 

 
Gordon Syron’s Keeping Place in Redfern 

includes over 30 paintings and installations 

by Karla Dickens, showing a development 

from 1997 to 2010. Sometime soon there 

will be a permanent place to show off 

this collection of artworks! [More on the 

Keeping Place in next month’s SSH.]

SSh

Sydney photographer and writer, Jane 
Burton Taylor, is exhibiting a new body of 
work.  Moving away from black and white, 
she now brings colour to her repertoire 
with a painterly observation in vibrant 
tones. Greens, reds, blues, yellows and 
browns – the colours of the seasons and 
the earth. These images are all taken in the 
Madonie and Nebrodi mountain ranges 
that form the spine of Sicily, Italy.

This body of work is a dramatic shift from 
the artists earlier documentary style. Made 

using a 50-year-old Hassleblad medium-format 
camera, these images are all shot on colour 
film and hand printed in the darkroom – a 
real pleasure these days and becoming a rarity 
in galleries to view work created like this.

earth 

Photographs by Jane Burton Taylor 

Barometer Gallery, 13 Gurner Street  

(cnr Duxford St), Paddington 

June 10-30 (Wed-Sun 11-6pm) 

OPENING NIGHT Thursday June 10, 6-9pm 

Jane Burton Taylor 0412 154 709 

www.jbtphotography.com  

This is a free exhibition and all welcome. 

angela SPiliotakoS

Born in Malaysia, Dyan Tai discovered 
his talent and love for music at a young 
age, completing ABRSM Grade 8 Piano 
and Violin at the age of 14. As he grew 
older, his musical tastes delved into 
American pop culture and he became 
infatuated with glam, electro pop styles. 

Soon after being crowned the 2007 Rexona 
King of Cool in Malaysia, Dyan embarked on a 
journey to Sydney in hopes of making it big with 
his unique sound and style. Since arriving, Dyan 
has done everything from fronting a rock band to 
singing for UNSW’s Collegium Musicum Choir, 
and is now a successful one-man performer. 

Heralded as a combination of Prince and 
Lady Gaga by judge DJ YinYang at a recent 
comp at El Rocco in Kings Cross, his music 
offers an eclectic mix of electro and pop. A true 
entertainer, Dyan’s shows are technologically 
rich and offer audiences an electro-acoustic 
experience like no other. A favourite track of 

his, ‘Why Sydney?’ is always a standout and 
never fails to get people moving. “‘Why Sydney?’ 
is a track produced with Sydney in mind,” 
says Dyan. “It’s about the juxtaposition of the 
busy and chaotic city against the loneliness 
I encountered when I first arrived. You’d be 
surprised by the amount of people that are 
lonely at night in such a bustling metropolis.”

Although he lives and breathes music, Dyan 
admits there are pitfalls, the biggest being the 
expense involved. “Being in this industry is 
expensive and no one really makes huge amounts 
of money unless they’re major players. It’s 
especially costly to work with my chosen music 
genre as there’s a lot of equipment and gadgets 
involves such as my Roland AX-Synth keytar, 
loop pedals, Kaoss Pad etc.” He also claims that 
his unique and distinctive style can sometimes 
pose a challenge when it comes to scoring gigs. 
“Another big challenge I face is that some may 
not appreciate my style, and because of that, 
might not give me a chance. My music is just so 
different from the typical singer/guitarist and 
whilst that’s what I love and that’s how I want 

to set myself up as an artist, it can be hard.”  
Dyan was recently amongst the top 

five finalists in the 2010 El Rocco Singer/
Songwriter Competition and has been a 
finalist in a number of other competitions 
across various Sydney venues. 

Dyan’s a regular on the live music scene and 
gigs all around Sydney, from Kings Cross to the 
Inner West. He can be found at pubs and clubs 
as well as intimate bars and jazz rooms. Visit 
www.dyantai.com for upcoming gig info and to 
check out his recently recorded tracks produced 
by Hard Dance DJ and Producer, Thomas Saej. 

Dyan says: “I strongly believe that live 
music should always be fun, inspiring and 
never boring. I’m not the typical singer/
songwriter singing country or folk tunes on a 
guitar and I pride myself in that. My futuristic 
style of music is a fusion of beatbox, 80s 
synth pop and contemporary jazz piano.”

Dyan Tai will be performing an electro-

acoustic set with live sampling on June 3 at 

Favela Kings Cross. RSVP for free drinks!

Karla Dickens   Photo: Andrew Collis

Dyan Tai   Photo: Supplied

“Earth: Green”   Photo: Jane Burton Taylor

Local Aboriginal artist 
chosen for Sydney Biennale
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Scott Winter

The Eca Bar, 
situated at 128 
Darlinghurst 
Road in 
Darlinghurst, 
is fast 

becoming one of those popular 
inner-city “meet-me-ats” you 
often see sprinkled around your 
neighbourhood, displaying a 
hip congregation of post gym 
bodies and village folk, all 
catching up over a good coffee. 
I believe people eat with their 
eyes, and it was the visto of 
this trendy side-walk bistro 
that drew me in, one cool, lazy, 
hazy, autumnal afternoon. 

I discovered at Eca Bar that 
proper Australiana cuisine is alive 
and well and living in Darlinghurst. 
However, Lenny, our chirpy 
licensee/head chef, calmly capable 
of bringing light to a dull moment, 
is a home-cooked, home-grown, 

almost bush-tucking true blue and 
likes to experiment with flavours 
and colours, taking his essentially 
Aussie cafe/bistro style dishes to 
Mediterranean/Asian fusion heights. 

So what’s worth bragging 
about? The Chicken and Lentil 
Salad sounds average, but not to 
be prejudged as it proved to be a 
blended medley of citrusy tang. 
What also blew my taste buds was 
the “eye-gasmic” Fig, Avocado, 
Peach, Pumpkin and Pinenuts 
Salad (pictured). All rounded 
off with a freshly ground Toby’s 
Estate, deep, rich, Crema created 
by your personal Mister Barista, 
Mark. So, if you are choosing to 
drive into Darlinghurst for some 
morning, afternoon (and soon to 
be evening) Cafe/Bistro splendour, 
all paths must lead to Eca.

Eca Bar is located at 128 

Darlinghurst Road in 

Darlinghurst. For more details 

about this Cafe please phone 

them on (02) 9332 1433.

andreW colliS

On a chilly Thursday in May 
an audience of about 100 at the 
South Sydney Uniting Church in 
Waterloo was treated to an evening 
of hot a capella courtesy of Perth 
trio, The Ballpoint Penguins, and 
South Sydney’s own colourful 
choristers, The Cleftomaniacs.

The Ballpoint Penguins have 
been writing and performing since 
2003. According to their website, 
the trio’s “original songs tackle 
life’s really important questions: 
The battle of the sexes, the quest 
for self-actualisation, and what a 
woman really wants from a trip to 
the beauty shop.” Quirky finds and 
classics – from Monty Python to Tom 
Paxton to Flanders & Swann – get 
the close harmony treatment.

This reviewer enjoyed especially 
the witty ditty about shopping at 
Ikea, set to ABBA’s pop hit ‘Mama 
Mia’ – of course. A new CD, 
Flights of Fancy, is available from 
The Ballpoint Penguins website: 
www.ballpointpenguins.com  .

The “Cleffies” (as they’re 
affectionately known) perform an 
eclectic repertoire – from a Chilean 

protest song to ‘Fields of Gold’ by 
Sting. ‘Va Pensiero’ (aka ‘Chorus of the 
Hebrew Slaves’ from the third act of 
Verdi’s Nabucco of 1842) was followed 
by ‘Take it To Jesus’ (a gospel tune, 
arranged by choir leader, Gary Smith, 
after The Birmingham Sunlights and 
featuring a solo by Gary). ‘I Can See 
Clearly Now’ was written by Johnny 
Nash and first released by him in 
1972. The Cleffies performed an 
arrangement by Stephen Taberner, 
well-known in a cappella circles and 
now famous as the founder and leader 
of The Spooky Men’s Chorale.

A standout was ‘Lifeline’, possibly 
the Cleffies’ signature tune. It 
celebrates the life of Harriet Tubman, 
one of the most famous “conductors” 
on the “Underground Railroad”, an 

informal network of secret routes 
and safe houses used by 19th-century 
black slaves in the US to escape to 
free states and Canada with the aid of 
abolitionists who were sympathetic to 
their cause. It’s estimated anywhere 
between 30,000 to 100,000 slaves 
used the Underground Railroad to 
freedom between 1810 and 1850. 
And closing number saw the Cleffies 
in dance mode – this group has a lot 
of fun singing ‘Zombie Jamboree’ 
(made famous by Harry Belafonte, 
and first recorded by him in 1962).

For more information about 

The Cleftomaniacs contact Gary 

Smith: info@thecleftomaniacs.

com or 0414 869 352. Visit 

www.thecleftomaniacs.com 

SSh

As Long as there’s Music … is 
an exhibition of 40 photographs 
of musicians, taken over the last 
six years at festivals and venues, 
big and small, around NSW. 

Photographs of the famous 
and revered rub shoulders with 
lesser known, but equally skilled 
and dedicated musicians. Some 
of the performers photographed 
include overseas artists such as 
James Brown and the James Brown 
Singers, Sonny Rollins, Solomon 
Burke and Al Green. Australian 
favourites featured are Vince Jones, 
Jeff Lang, James Morrison, Renee 
Geyer, Cameron Undy and John 
Butler. There are many, many more. 

Tony Egan says about his 
work: “The seeds for this work 
were sown in 1970, when I was 
12 years old. In my first year of 
boarding at a country school, I 

heard a rock band for the first 
time and promptly ceased six 
years of classical piano lessons 
and taught myself the guitar.” 
Many years later he also taught 
himself photography and since 
then has been able to combine 
these two passions: “My enduring 
affections in life are for music and 
photography and here they are 
intertwined.”

Tony Egan is a photographic 
traditionalist (and there are fewer 
of those around these days). Using 
film and analogue technology, 
Egan has been printing his own 
work for over 25 years. Almost all 
of the images in this exhibition 

Cruise the most beautiful city harbour in Australia, 
and enjoy the relaxed and friendly company of 

your Aboriginal hosts and crew. 
Phone 02 9699 3491 www.tribalwarrior.org

Sydney HArbour’S 
AutHentiC AboriginAl 

CulturAl CruiSe

Meet me at Eca

Cleftomaniacs steal the show

Al Green, Sonny Rollins, Cameron Undy…

Bridezilla + Domeyko 
Gonzalez + Step-Panther

Photo: Supplied

The South Sydney Uniting Church 
& The South Sydney Herald present 

 FATHER 
BOB MAGUIRE
“Poverty – What can be done?”
Hosted by Julie McCrossin
A fundraiser for the SSH

Outspoken South Melbourne parish priest and media personality 
(regular guest on John Safran’s Sunday Night Safran on Triple 
J), Father Bob Maguire, will be dinner speaker at Buon Gusto 
Restaurant in Abercrombie St, Darlington,  
Friday June 18, from 6.30pm.
 
Cost: $60/$70
Bookings: Trevor Davies on 0400 008 338
Visit: www.fatherbob.com.au

SSh

The Oxford Art Factory is 
pleased to announce a showcase 
event for June with a line-up 
which provides a fairly compelling 
motivation to get out and 
enjoy the amazing local music 
that our city has to offer.

On Wednesday June 16, you can 
enjoy the dulcet tones of Bridezilla, 
Domeyko/Gonzalez and Step-
Panther at the Oxford Art Factory, 
for a fairly modest $5 cover charge. 

Bridezilla is currently wrapping 
up an epic tour of the UK, and this 
will be your first chance to see what 
the band has learned on its travels. 

The dynamic duo of Domeyko/

Gonzalez harness the sonic assault 
of an elegantly devised set of pedals, 
samplers, beats and synths, Domeyko/
Gonzalez creating a fresh take 
on the shoegaze garage band. 

Step-Panther is a spirited new 
surf-rock ’n post-punk trio from 
Sydney. The trio has just released 
a debut 5-track EP titled Surf, a 
sand-between-your-toes sensation 
that summons up the spirits of 
Jonathan Richman, Black Lips, 
The Shadows and The Soft Pack. 

Rug up and get out, kids, the 
weathers just fine inside the Oxford 
Art Factory. 2SER supporters FREE.

An Oxford Art Factory  

and 2SER presententation 

8pm, Wed June 16, Oxford Art Factory

winter’s Best
The chance to recommend 
Sydney’s best restaurants 
now comes to you, the valued 
reader. Simply email me at 
scottwinter69@gmail.com 
the name of your favourite 
restaurant, and the reasons 
why, and the winning 
establishments of my Winter’s 
Best reader poll will be featured 
in my future columns.

The categories are: 
Best Chinese, Best Spanish, 
Best French, Best Modern 
Australian, Best Indian, Best 
Hungarian, Best Russian, 
Best Lebanese, Best North 
African, Best Cafe Bistro, 
Best Italian, Best Japanese, 
Best Brazilian, Best Thai.

have been shot on Kodak TX400 or 
Fuji Neopan 1600 film with a Nikon 
F4 camera using available light. 

As Long as there’s Music... 

Photographs by Tony Egan 

Meyer Gallery,  

269 Bourke Street, Daringhurst  

June 9-27  

OPENING NIGHT Wed June 9,  

6-8pm  

www.meyergallery.com.au 

The Cleffies in fine voice   Photo: Andrew Collis

Bridezilla   Photo: Supplied

“Al Green”   Photo: Tony Egan
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WhaT is happening 
in RedfeRn-WaTeRlOO?

get the latest from www.redwatch.org.au 

email RWiU@turnbulls.au.com for free email 
updates 

or call geoff on 9318 0824

advertise in the ssh
“Celebrating the lives of the diverse people of South Sydney, inviting discussion on 

issues of concern and interest, adding encouragement to possibilities for community.”

Partner with the SSH and 30,000 readers who are:
– savvy on a diverse range of issues 

– passionate about the area in which they live 
– looking to support local businesses and people

Affordable rates • Booking Sheet online • www.southsydneyherald.com.au 
adverts@ssh.com.au • 9319 1373 or 0416 048 932

Uniting Churches

South Sydney Uniting Church
56a Raglan St Waterloo

Worship (Eucharist) 10am Sunday

Rev Andrew Collis 8399 3410

Welcoming people of all ages,

cultural backgrounds,  

sexual orientations and identities.  

Peace with justice, integrity 

of creation.

Glebe Cafe Church
Cnr St Johns & Cambourne Sts 

Glebe

Gathering Sunday 7pm

Free For All/Eight O'Clock Sharp  

Music nights Thu 8pm

Steph Gesling 9518 9413

Newtown Mission
280 King St Newtown

Worship 9.30am & 6pm Sunday

Rev Ps Doug Clements 

9519 9000

Paddington Uniting Church
395 Oxford St Paddington

Church Open 10am-2pm

1st and 3rd Saturdays

Worship Sunday 7.30pm

Rev. Peter Walker 9331 2646

Pitt Street Uniting Church
264 Pitt St, Sydney

Worship 10 am Sunday

& 6 pm (2nd and 4th Sundays)

Rev Ian Pearson 9267 3614

Ultimo University Church
Cnr Bulwara Road and  

Quarry St, Ultimo

Worship 6.30pm Sunday

Rev. Dr John Hirt 0408 238 117

Wayside Chapel
29 Hughes St Potts Point

Worship 10am,  

Bible Study 5pm Sunday

Ps Graham Long 9358 6996

ssh advertising works: 
"Since our ad has been in the SSH, it's been phenomenal. It has really raised our profile in the community. Interest 

has increased ten-fold from the old way of letterbox dropping." Wayne Blindeman, Food Distribution network, Waterloofood distribution network
home delivery of low-cost fresh fruit & vegetables

The Food Distribution Network is a not-for-profit organisation that 
delivers boxes of fresh and inexpensive fruit and vegies to older 
people, people with disabilities, people living with HIV/AIDS and 
carers who live in the City of Sydney and need assistance living 
independently at home. For $9 you can have a box of 6-8kg of fruit 
and/or vegies delivered to your door each week or fortnight.  
Please  call 9699 1614 or e-mail enquiries@fdn.org.au for more 
information. These services are funded by the Home and  
Community Care programme and the AIDS Trust of Australia.

BABANA 
Aboriginal Men’s Group
Next meeting Friday 25 June
12-2pm PCYC, Redfern 
Contact: Mark Spinks 9243 3546

BABANA

Redfern

Tanya Plibersek MP 
Federal Member for Sydney

150 Broadway, Broadway  
NSW 2007

T: 02 9379 0700  
F: 02 9379 0701

Tanya.Plibersek.MP@aph.gov.au

Malcolm Turnbull MP 
Federal Member for Wentworth

Level 1/5a Bronte Rd, Bondi Junction 
NSW 2022 

T: 02 9369 5221 
F: 02 9369 5225

Malcolm.Turnbull.MP@aph.gov.au

Verity Firth MP 
State Member for Balmain

112a Glebe Point Rd, Glebe  
NSW 2037

T: 02 9660 7586  
F: 02 9660 6112

balmain@parliament.nsw.gov.au

Kristina Keneally MP 
State Member for Heffron

Shop 117, 747 Botany Rd, Rosebery 
NSW 2018

T: 02 9699 8166  
F: 02 9699 8222

Kristina.keneally@parliament.nsw.gov.au

Clover Moore MP 
State Member for Sydney

58 Oxford St, Paddington  
NSW 2021

T: 02 9360 3053  
F: 02 9331 6963

Sydney@parliament.nsw.gov.au

Carmel Tebbutt MP 
State Member for Marrickville

244 Illawarra Rd, Marrickville  
NSW 2204

T: 02 9558 9000  
F: 02 9558 3653

Marrickville@parliament.nsw.gov.au

YOUR LOCAL MEMBERS

Waterloo Recycling Workshop
Workshop and market open Fridays 9am-12pm.

Turungah Flats, 1 Phillip St, Waterloo (lower car park).
Affordable furniture and household goods.

Donations gladly received (no white goods or electrical apps).

Volunteers welcome (phone Naomi on 0407 576 098).

SATURDAY ART CLASS
South Sydney Uniting Church

(56a Raglan St, Waterloo)
12-4pm Sat June 12 & 26

More information 
phone 8399 3410.

All materials provided.
Previous & new participants welcome.

Gold coin donation.
Photo: Andrew Collis

Financial Counselling Inner City

St John's Anglican Church
231 Victoria St, Darlinghurst

The Factory Community Centre
67 Raglan St, Waterloo

By appointment only
Phone (02) 8362 3700

Eco Awards Dinner 
Saturday June 5, 7pm

St Mark’s Anglican Church South Hurstville 

Corner The Mall and Grosvener Road,  
South Hurstville

Entry: $60

The Australian Religious Response to Climate Change 
(ARRCC) is excited to be holding the inaugural Eco-Awards 
Dinner on June 5, World Environment Day, to formally 
recognise and promote environmental achievements 
within faith communities and by individuals. The dinner will 
comprise a three-course meal and include attendees of 
many Australian faiths including Buddhist, Hindu, Muslim, 
Jewish and Christian. Suitable attire is religious dress/
semi-formal. The keynote speakers for the evening are: 
– John Connor – CEO The Climate Institute – Bhante 
Sujato – Executive Australian Sangha Association and 

the Federation of Australian Buddhist Councils.

RSVP/Contact: See www.arrcc.org.au

What US business wants from the  
Trans Pacific Partnership Agreement
Public Meeting and Leaflet Launch – Wednesday, June 16, 12 noon.  
Jubilee room, NSW Parliament House, Macquarie St

The Australian Government is involved 
in negotiations for a Trans Pacific 
Partnership Agreement (TPPA) with 
the US, Chile, Peru, Brunei, Singapore, 
New Zealand and Vietnam to develop 
a multilateral agreement based on the 
bilateral free trade agreements the US 
has with five of these countries. The TPPA 
resurrects all of the issues that were 
debated in the US-Australia Free Trade 
Agreement, including price controls under 
the Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme, 
labelling of genetically engineered food, 
Australian content rules in film and 
television, whether corporations should 
have the right to challenge environmental 
and health regulation, and how to protect 
workers’ rights in trade agreements. We 
are launching a community education 

leaflet on the TPPA, explaining the issues 
and asking the Government to ensure 
these policies are not traded away.

MC: Charles Firth, comedian and 
writer, The Chaser
Speakers :  Dr  Con Costa  V i ce 
President Doctors’ Reform Society: 
Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme; Laura 
Kelly, Greenpeace campaigner: GE food 
labelling and crop regulation; Dr Kyla 
Tienhaara, author of The Expropriation 
of Environmental Governance: Protecting 
Foreign Investors at the Expense of Public 
Policy, Cambridge University Press, 2009: 
investor-state disputes process; Paul 
Bastian, National President, Australian 
Manufacturing Workers Union: Workers’ 
rights and trade agreements.

Puppy lost 13/5/10 at 8.30pm in 
Wellington St, Waterloo. Five-month-old 

black & white full-bred Staffordshire 
Bull Terrier. Answers to “Gantie”.  

Contact Kathy (editor@ssh.com.au)

Lost Puppy
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PatRicia tellis

ERSKINEVILLE: 39-year-old Linda Lordi 
(aka Larry) is about $10,000 short of 
realising her dream of participating 
in the 2012 Paralympic Games to be 
held in London. A victim of a near-fatal 
motorcycle accident in 2008, Larry’s 
injuries were so severe that her leg had 
to be amputated. She was informed by 
the attending surgeon that she would 
never walk or even use a prosthetic. 

Recounting that day, Larry says: “I 

woke up in the ICU and was told about 
my amputated leg. I was devastated, 
but the first words that came out of my 
mouth were, ‘Well, I was never going 
to be an Olympian – now I can be a 
Paralympian.” 

Larry’s ambition is to compete 
in hand cycling, which is quite a 
competitive sport at the Paralympics, but 
her choice is riddled with problems. The 
hand cycle with gears used to compete 
professionally is expensive, training for 
the games means Larry needs access to 

a proper gym, a trainer who can work 
with her and she needs money to buy 
supplements that need to be taken when 
training. 

With no job in hand, mounting 
medical bills and living expenses, Larry 
tried to raise money for a hand cycle by 
approaching a few local business owners 
who promptly committed their support 
but have disappeared since then. Post-
accident, Larry lost her contract job at 
Juvenile Justice. With support from 
Centerlink and DSP (Disability Support 

5 days of 
fitness for $5 

NO CONTRACTS! 
 

Eora Sports, Arts & Recreation Centre 
180 George Street, Redfern NSW 
Ph: 1300 866 761    
www.ncie.org.au 

Eora Sports, Arts and Recreation Centre 

Eora Sports, Arts & Recreation CentreEora Sports, Arts & Recreation CentreEora Sports, Arts & Recreation Centre   

There is no better time to try the new state of the art fitness centre that is truly for everybody in 
the community. Try us today for only $5 for 5 days. HURRY offer must end 9th July 2010. 

Aspiring Paralympian’s plea Pension), she is barely managing to pay 
her bills. She is in litigation and hoping 
to receive a payout from the accident 
that will help her repay her debt. 

Larry even approached the NSW 
Wheel Chair Sports Centre for help 
and was loaned a hand cycle. “The 
cycle I borrowed is old and antiquated. 
It is difficult to manoeuvre, especially 
for a person in my condition,” says a 
disappointed Larry. She is hoping to 
raise money to buy a decent cycle with 
some gears. 

A fighter, Larry is not willing to give 
up on her dream. “Participating in the 
Paralympics is a goal I have set for 
myself. It gives me a sense of purpose. I 

want to prove to myself that just because 
I have lost a leg that should not stop 
me from achieving my goals, getting fit, 
being healthy and having a full life. I 
refuse to let this stop me from moving 
forward. I have two choices – get up 
and do something or just feel sorry for 
myself. I choose to do something.” 

Larry’s family and friends are all 
based in Brisbane. She is struggling 
to make it on her own in Sydney. 
Sometimes these problems tend to 
weigh her down and she has to battle 
bouts of depression. In spite of these 
problems Larry says: “My life is not 
over! It’s just different. I want a job. 
I hate that I am on DSP. I have been 
working since the age of 15 and have 
never been on government handouts. I 
am an intelligent, driven, hard-working 
person with a good work ethic.” 

If you have a job for Larry in your 
business or know somebody willing to 
sponsor this wannabe Paralympian’s 
dream, or can help Larry with her 
training, please send us an email 
(editor@ssh.com.au) and together we 
can make it happen.   S

RAVENS FLY HIGH
All members of the Ravens 
running group completed 

the Sydney half Marathon on 
May 16. Thanks to all donors and 
supporters. $1,155 raised for the 
breast Cancer network Australia  

(www.everydayhero.com.au/ravens). 
The Ravens meet each Saturday at 
7am on the corner of botany Road 

and Raglan Street in Waterloo. 
new members always welcome! 

phone Adrian on 9690 1427.

Larry in Erskineville (painting: ‘Red, Whitewash and Blue’ by Luis Trujillo)    Photo: Andrew Collis


